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AN APPRECIATION
OF MONTESSORI

Buckminster Fuller

All children are born geniuses. 9999 out of every 10,000 arc swiftly,

inadvertently, degeniused .by grown-ups. This happens because

human beings are born itaked, helpless, andthough. superbly
equipped cerebrallyutterly lacking in experience, therefore utterly
ignorant. Their delicate sensing equipment is, as yet, untried. Born
with built-in hunger, thirst:, curiOsity, the procreative urge, they can,
only learn what humanity has learned hy trial and errorby billions
upon billions of errors. Yet humanity is also endowed with selfdeceiving pride. All those wit»essing the errors of others proclaim
that they' (the witnesses) could have prevented those errors had
they only '!,een consulted. "People should not make mistakes" they'
mistakenly say. Motivated entirely by love, but also by fear for the
futures of the children they love, parents, i» their ignorance, act as

though they know all the answers and curtail the spontaneous
exploratory acts of their childre», lest the 'children make "mistakes." But genius does its 'own thinking; it has confidenc e. in its
own exploratory findings, in its own intuitions, in the knowledge
gained from its own mistakes. Nature has her own gestation rates
fOr evplutionary development. The actions of parents represent the

checks and balances of nature's gestation control. Humanity can
:evolve healthily only at a given rate. Maria Montessori was
fortmiately permitted to mai»tain, sustain, and cultivate her innate
genius. I ler genius invoked her aware»ess of the ge»ius inherent in
ix
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all children. Her intuition and initiative inspired her to discover

ways of safeguarding this genius while allaying the ignorant fears of

parents. But the way was not always easy. Hers was the difficult :
fron tiering task of genius.
BumdiNsTER FULLER

Sunset, Maine
August 19, 1975

INTRODUCTION

Paula Polk Lil lard

Maria Nlontessori bi,..gan her pioneering work on behalf of children

at the turn of the century. 'Hie centennial of her birth was
celebrated not long ago. However, during .the intervening Years,
there have been fewer commentaries adding new insights to her
-work than one would expect.1 The following chapters help to fill
this void in the Montessori literatiire. They are based on lectures
originally presented, for the most part, at Montessori meetings in
various countries during the 1960s and 1970s by Dr. Mario M.
Montessori, Jr.. a Tracticing psychoanalyst in Amsterdam, vice
president of the International Psychoanalytic Associafion, and a
grandson of Maria Nlontessori. These lectures, given in English, were

prepared in response to requests from Montessori teachers and
parents for information on .various topics. luicy represent an
endeavor on tlie author's part to highlight the originality of some of
Montessori's viewpoints and show their importance for education
today.

One fact is.clear from the essays in this book: 'Montessori was
'calling for a revolution in society's approach to human development and education. Because of her revolutionary- ideas. Mon.
tessori's philosophy and methods historically have not been easily.
understood or accepted, by either her critics or her adinirers. One
area in which her revolutionary ipproach is apparent is in her
attitude to tile child himself.
xi
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Montessori had a deep reverence for creation. This reverciice
and her knowledge of the physical sciences combined in It focus on

children and their role in the creation of adult human beings.
Phillipe Aries points out in Centuries of Criildhood that the
recognition of the child as a miique entity is relatively fecent in
Western culture. Historically, very young children 1,fere legarded as
prinntive beings to be physically cared for, hut whose importance,
except in the continuum of human life, was given little thought. AS
early as the age of seven or eight they were regarded as miniature

adults, expected to reason, to accept responsibility, and often, to...plan for their' own survival...

Gradually, with the advent of the Industrial Revolution, a
concern for the state of childhood began. Children 'played a more
realistic role in the artsin the novels of Charles Dickens and-the
paintings of the Impressionists. Socicty's new awareness of children .-.
may have been partly a result of the development of family life as
We know it today, with parents, pm ticulady mothers, able to spend
more time in the honie.3'For the most part, however, this new
awareness grew out of the psydiological and cultural framework of
nineteenth-century Europe and America.. The traditional emphasis

of the Christian Church on man's evil nature and the necessity for
.the salvation ofchildren through baptism had led to an approach
to children that was often one .of rigid control and manipulation.

flowever; at least one philosopher, Roussemi, had taken an .
'opposite viewthat children were innately good and needed only
to be freed from .the contamination of civilization for their true
nature to be exposed. This theory often contributed to a sentimen-.
tal .and idealistic vieW of the child. To add to the confusion,
Freud's work with adults had revealed the sexuality of the very
young child. Adults, made aware of their- own repressed emotions,
became less sure of hoW children should he treated.

The varied approaches to children current in the nineteenth
century had one aspect in common. They were hased, for the most
part, on the experience of adults with other adults. They were not
derived fromim direct observation of the behavior and development
of children. Montessori, however, reasoned that the way to a deeper

miderstanding of men and women was through observation of
clnidren.
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The child should not be regarded as a feeble and helpless creature
a spiritual
whose Only need is to be protected and helped, but
embryo, possessed of an rictive psychic life from the day that he is
born and guided by subtle instincts enabling him to.actively build up
the human personality. And since it is the dnld who becomes the
adult luau, we must consider him as the true budder of mankind and
recognize him as our father. Die great secret of our origin lies hidden

v';thin him, and the laws that will lead man to his rightful sbte of
being can be manifested only within him. In this sense the child is
our teacher.4

Dr. Montessori's medical background led her logically to this
conclusion. She noted that biologists had not really undero-cd

organisms from studying them in their fully developed state. Only
after the invention of the microscope and the observation of cell
division was a breakthrough in embryology. and hence in biology.
made. by. the same token, it was not until physical 'scientists could
peer into the atomic "window,- the spectrum, that a breakthrough
in the Miderstanding of matter came.
Although trained in the scientific approach], Montessori (lid not
pursue her.study of the child 'in the necessarily restricted environ-

ment of the laboratory. This fact has caused misunderstanding,
even mistrust, of Montessori's work. It may be well, therefore, to let
her speak for herself in explaining what thoughts went through her
mind when she worked with children.
When I ani in the midst of children I do not think Of myself as a
scientist, a theoretician. When I am with children I am a nobody,
and the greatest privilege I have when I approach their is being able
to forget that I even exist, for this has enabled me to see things that
one would miss it one were soinebody7little things, simple but very
precious truths. It is not always imperative to see big things, bnt it is
of paramount importance to sec the beginnings of things. At their
origins there are little glimmers that can be recognized as soon as
something new is developing.... The chOd Ic a spin timl embryo that
develops spontaneouSly, and if we follow him from the beginning, he
can reveal many things to us.5

This thought introduce; a second revolutionary approach of
.Montessori; it is the humanity of children at which we must look in.

10
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order to discover the secret of their life. What is specifically humaii

about children, the spontaneous nature of these developing spir,
itnal embryds,. eannot be uncovered in the strict scientific Ainosphere of the laboratory.
There are, of course, scientists who have studied the likenoses
between men and animals in the laboratory: Darwin :Ind WO
and more recently, Lorenz. and Skinner. Although what they teli us

Call be useful, we should not exaggerte the help behavioral
psychologists can give us. It is the uniqueness of man that we must

penetrate if we are to solve the problems of our existence. As
Montessori points omit,
Man's soul is an enigma. It has remained an unknown that inhabits

an uniknown domain. Not even psychology has been able to
enlighten us, to shed light on the mystery.6

Since the 1960s them , has been a shift away from the emphasis
.ou laboratory techniques and animal research in t:lie study of man.
The discover y. by biologists that we are not what we thought we
were, even phySically,7 and by physicists that all matter evolves, has
ended the age4Ad dream that the universe and our observations of
it can be reduced to precise mathematical formulas. As Bronowski
notes in The Ascent of Nian,
we had hoped that human errors would disappear and th.,;t we would
ourselves have God's view. But it turnS ont that the errors cannot be
taken out of the obser-ations. And that is true of stars, or atoms, or
just looking a somebody's picture,
somebody's speech.8

or hearing the report of

new humility toward the results of laboratory research may
result in a more receptive attitude toward Montessori's approach to
the study of the child. For, though She was a careful experimenter

and keen observer, she had no expectations of reducing her
contribution to irrefutable scientific theories through laboratory
procedures. Her concentration on the uniqueness of man and hiS
spontaneous development precluded any such dream. Rather than
arguing the scientific merits of her wOrk, it may be more useful to

Introdut.tion
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consider it as belonging to the realm of natural philosophy: an area
of study somewhat neglected in recent year perhaps, but one that
is once again beginning to receive attentioneven from seientists.9
Dr. Mario Jr. also discusses two fmther revolutionary concepts
ot Maria Montessori in his lectures: her view of education as a
necessity in

the formation of the human personality and the

relationship of man to the cosmos. Her development of "cosmic
education" in response tO her convictions concerning the latter is
particularly important for (nu- world today.
Education for !Inman Development succeeds in conveying the
depth of Maria Montessori's contribution to human knowledge as
no book before it has done. Montessori made revolutionary
discoveries regarding human develOpment that have implications

far beyond a simple shift 'to new educational approaches or
techniques. Hie author's unique background, combining as it does
psychoanalytic experience and an intimate knowledge of Montessori, has made pOssible an articulate discussion of these discoveries and their relation to the problems .and opportunities of .the
modern world. His discussion of modern psychology and psychoanalytic concepts as they relate to Montessori, and of the role of
work and play in the developnienC of human personality, arc
particularly outstanding.
Because the original .andience foi Mario Jr.'s lectUres were
Montessori parents and teachers..they presuppose some working
knowledge of Classroom procedures. For those who may not have
.

such knowledge, an appendix containing impressions from a
morning visit to two classes in a .Montessori school has been
included. Hopefully, it will convey to the reader at least the flavor
of Montessori classroom life.
PAULA POLK LILLARD
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McVicker Hunt's excellent. but

necessarily brief,.introduction to the American edition of The Montessori
Method, published by Schocken Books in 1964. Also see M. M. Mon-

tessori, Montessori MethodScience or Belief? (Amsterdam: A. M. 1.
Communications., 1968), p. 8.
2. Phillipe Aries, Centuries of Childhood (New York: Knopf, 1962).
3. Elizabeth Janeway, Man's World, Women's Place (New York: Arno,
1973).

4. Maria Montessori, Education and Peace (Chicago: Regnery, 1972),
p. 41.

5. Ibid., p. 101.
6. Ibid., p. 103.
7. See Thomas Lewis, The Liyes of a Cell (New York: Viking, 1974).
8. J. Bronouski, The Ascent of Man (Boston: L.ittle Brown, 1973), Pp.

13, 15, 364.

9. Montessori, Education and Peace, p. 90.
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11 THE CONTRIBUTION
OF MARIA
MONTESSORI

Maria Montessori was originally no pedagogue, but a physician
with a deep interest in the human person, both :3 s a social being
and as a participant in the fundamental ontological order. In the
course of her career as the first woman 'physician in Italy, and later
as Professor of Anthropology and Hygienics at the University of
Rome, she actively participated in the emancipation of women. She
enjoyed an international reputation for a decade before the onset
of the educational experiment with which she eventually came to
be identified by society. She gained woild fame as a pedagogue, yet
this role, and its instantaneous effect on public opinion, actually
took her as much by surprise as did the discoveries on which it was
based. It was insight into the significance of these discoveries for a

better understanding of the human being that motivated her
subsequent behaviur. It compelled her, on the one hand, to
'concentrate on this' 'particular- investigation-to the- exclusion -of
everything else, and on the other, to communicate her findings to
her fellow men and to fight whatever prevented their acceptance.
This attitude generated from the start a cultural movement of
growing impact, one that is still going on. If was not Montessori's
intention to start such a movement; it was merely a byproduct of
her: activities. Hes concern was to bring to light her newly acquired
knowledge of human development. She dedicated herself wholeheartedly to this task, advocating the cause of the child (i.e., of man
in becoming) throughout her long life.

15
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Becanse her experiences indicated that education played a inure
essential role in this process of becoming than was generally

assumed. Montessori focused her attention on this particular reahn
of human activitv.klence her reputation as a pedagogue. I loWever,

her approach was so radically different from what is generally
encountered in the pedagogical world that it is questible
whether the label really fits her. I believe this to be one soiirce of
the .many controversies that have arisen in connection with her
Work. It is, in any case, certain that she herself never fully identified

with the role of ped9gogue nor, for that matter, with many other
images that have been projected on her. She followed her own
course, guided by what had impressed her as a basic truth, so far
ignored, that should be brought to the 'attention of those concerned with the human situation. So intent was she on her purpose
that she took little notice of either the ensuing praise or criticism of
her activities. I ler goal was to enable others to see the basic truth
she had discoverea, so that they could be guided by it in their own
way regardless of what they thought of her or her method.

In regard to her method, she was indeed strict in requesting
those who wished to apply it in her name to .follow her directions.
'Hwy would otherwise confuse the issue with regard to her own
experiment. However, her contribution to huinan knowledge had a
broader scope, and has had a wider influence, than what is generally

known as Montessori education. Even if we consider only the applications of the latter, it is clear that her position as a pedagogue is
unique compared with that of other educators. A brief survey of
the Montessori movement shows growth and development in three
different directions. Its horizontal growth is evident from the
Montessori sehools -and training institutes found throughout.-theworld. Montessori's books have been translated in to twenty-two
languages, and interest in her work imt,ues to spread. But these
achievements are only geographica ',lore interesting is the

ramification of applications of her method beyond the realm of
regular school education. 'ilk Montessori approach is followed in
homes, in child care centers, in work with the hospitalized, the
maladjusted, the crippled and Otherwise handicapped children, in

teaching the socially .deprived and the mentally retarded, in
educating the Hind, and in combating analphabetism in adults. Its

16
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restriction in some areas is also interesting. Montessori education
has been forbidden in totalitarian countries. Montessori schools
were. Closed in Russia after the revolution. and. in Germany and
Italy at the height of imperialism. Few, if any, educational systems
have received this kind of attention from politicians.
The vertical growth of the Nlontessori movement is clear from

the extension of its application from the upbringing of infants to
the education-of children up to university age, and the only reason
the.Nlontessori approach is not in use in universities is because no
opportunity to put it into practice at that level has occurred. The

Montessori method is applicable in all social strata among the
population of the ghettos and slums, among the middle class,
. among the very rich, and in public as well as in private institutions.

A third direction in which growth has occurred is through time.
l'he Montessori movement has, since its inception, retained its
Spontaneous character, its freshness, and its stamina, notwithstanding much direct opposition. In many areas where it had flourished,

in the cultural climate paralyzed its course, or even
eliminated it altogether, for long periods. Sooner or later, however,
wars Or changes
.

.

it reappeared with new impetus and strength. A typical example is
its revival in the United States. After having been abandoned and
largely forgotten for many Years, the Montessori approach was
revived in
late 1930s. There are over three thousand Montessori

.schools in the United States today, and the number increases
rapidly each year. Montessori education is equally in demand in the

,developing countries of the world. It appears, then, to have a
promising future; its major concern at the moment is not one of
:gaining acceptance, but of training sufficient numbers of persons to
....cope adequately, with its..own growth.

What

I

have hoped to point out here

is

the exceptional

position of Montessori education in the pedagogical world. I do not
believe that there is any other method of education that can serve

the objectives of all the different situations I have mentioned.
Clearly, then. there nmst be something unusual about this one. It is
certainly not that it can offer empirical evidence of success in all
those fields in which it has been adopted. Montessori originally
worked only with small children. Later, she also wo:ked with those
in elementary schools. but her pedagogical experience stopped

17
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there. Nor is it because her views are so clearly fon. ,dated oreasilV
understood that her approach has such wide appeal. She was not a

theoretician. She did not construct a differentiated theoretical
framework that paved the way for later applications of her work.
On the contrary, in her struggle to give expression to phenomena
that did not fit any existing theories, she often borrowed terms
from them, dissociating them from their frame of reference and
using them in'her own context. This has been the source of many
misinterpretations of her ideas by her critics. From the start, the
Nlontessori movement has been accompanied by vivid discussions
of her method ending in a variety of divergent views, ranging from
strong opposition to fervent approval. An anthology of the most
relevant of these contrasting opinions has recently been publishedin Germany) What impresses One most in it is the renewed
actuality of the method throughout the years.
What is it in Maria Montessori's work that can explain all these
phenomena? If we turn to her for enlightemnent, we find that her
own conclusion was both simple and puzzling. She maintained that
she had "discovered" the ehild. If, reflecting upon forty years'
experience, Montessori condensed the essence of her contribution
into this one phrase, then it-is important to try to understand what
she meant by it.
One of the striking qualities in Maria Nlontessori's personality
was her deep respect for creation. She neve?. ceased to marvel at its..
manifestations. ht her philosophical outlook, man's'cosmic task is
to continue, collectively, the work of creation on earth, to discover
with his intelligence the endless latent possibilities of the world's
creations.and make them manifest in new forms. lt is in this. way
that man creates his cultural environment. 'Ms conception of man
encompasses his potential greatness as a creator, as well as his
smallness and limitations in relation to God and I lis creation. This
deep-rooted conviction about human destiny, based on her faith in
God and man, gave Dr. Montessori the moral strength to pursue
her objectives in life. It was also the basis of the humility and
respect with which she, approached the world and her fellow men
throughout her life.
It was in this spirit that she undertook further scientific study of
children. They were to her fellow human beings who should be

18
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considered such. This attitude freed her of the common prejudices
adults hold toward children: and eventually enabled her to discover

the extremely important function of the child in the formation. of
.1111,1311 personality. This disciwery was not made by philosophical methods. It was the direct result of careful, patient, and
systematic observations of the spontaneous behavior of children in

the

a prepared environment adapted to their needsof a scientific
experiment based on previous experiences and perrined with the

detached involvement typical of a scientifically groomed mind..
Nlontessori's philosopineal outlook, however, was responsible for

her ability to sec beyond the superficial manifestations 'of the
chiklren's behavior she observed. She distilled from them basic
phenomena relevant to human development. and integrated them
into a' comprehensive and coherent vision of man that took into
account the full complexi;y of his existence on earth.
It was this anthropological orientation in its widest sense that
determined Nlontessoirs revolutionary conception of education as
an ikl to life, and it is to my mind the most valuable aspect of the
'spiritual inheritance she has left us.

Professor N. Perquin of the University of Nijmegen, in highlighting Montessori's contribution as the starting point of a new
vision of education, remarks in this connection, "Without knowing
it, she made possible an enemniter between pedagogy, modern'
psychology, and sOciology, even theology and philosophy." 2 Mon-

teSsori's aim, from the start, had been to contri.o.,:. to a comprehensive science of man. This science could not, ac.;ing to her,

be based on any singk discipline, but should result from the
concerted endeavors of different scientists studying human beings
from whatever ,angles,..,inodern science perinited_and the, ,integraT

-tion of their findings into a -Sdficiently broad and differentiated
conceptual matrix. This integration should not be done in an
eclectic manner, which would only confuse the issues. Rather, it
should be based on a tentative blueprint encompassing the
different fundamental aspects of the human situation. This global
model should be related to findings from the different branches of
science, and the modifications indicated by an investigation of their
interrelationships should be made.

Although this pluralistic approach is by no means currently

13
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accepted, tendencies toward a more articulate investigation acknoWledging important differences in human behavior, and aiming'
at an integration of the relevant findings, are slory wi;!tling ground
in the human sciences.3 Montessori herself contriWted a blueprint

for this investigation by the various sciences. One of its Aiajor
aspects is the adaptive and constructive role of the.child in human :
In one of her writings Montessori states that
the great power of man iS that he adapts to every part of the

environment and that he modifies it. For this reason every man that

is born must pr4are his personality anew. There is no hereditary
adaptation in individimls; each must develop F.anething which
corresponds to it. At birth a child does ma have the behavior
characteristics of the group into which he is born; lie has to create
and prepare them. lie has to learn their language and the customs

and the use of their implements, etc. hi other words, while
developing himself he unconsciously.develops his own adaptation to

his environment. To understand the child's tende»cies with the
purpose of educating him, we must ;:ee man in correlation with his'
enviromneut and how his adaptation t9.it is created:i

This imPlies that human development i, the result of .an unconscious creative:activity of the -individual, and that this process is
only possible in association with others. It is only in the community

that man's potentialities can be realized. This is the work of the .
child, guided from within by special sensitivities inherent in the
various stages of development.
Children need more than adults' love and protection to perform

thiS double task of adaptation and construction. They need their
active help. This implies that education is a fundamental aspect of
the-formation :of-man,- a concept that will -bedealt-with.at.greater

length in later chapters. It is sufficient here to mention that
Montessori's conception of the nature of human experience
envisaged the comPlexity of human beings and the numerous
factors determining their behavior and further existence in real life,

without ever laiing sight of the unity of their personalities. Of
course, she was not able to study all aspects of human developMent
herself. Several of her ideas were inferred from her own experiences,
others were conclusions based on her work, or.eonjectures based On

20
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nituition, or were glimmers of possible avenues of further investigation. It is for this reason that the term blueprint has been used with
regard to her theoretical formulations.
I consider it significant that Montessori's model of deve......1-7,ment
corresponds in the main with that arrived at by psychoanalysts. In
my experience,' psychoanalysii is the only braPch of empirical
science that has 'accepted .the challenge of studying man with this

type of composite frame of reference. Neither .Montessori .por
psychoanalysis trieS to simplify or reduce the complexity of the
picture 0'. man to fit a special theory. Instead, both :Icknowledge
the diversity 9f -factors determining human devdopment and
behavior. 'Pheytendeavor to cope with them in eOncOrdance with_
the findings obtanied bv observations of spontaneous behavior in a
specially prepared setting. The situation in both cases is so
structured that it activates certain a;pects of behavior that wonld4

not otherwise manifest themselves with the same clarity and
continnity. This makes it possible to study phenomena not noticed
before.

The situation is a complicatcd one in the sense that the same
person must function..as an observer and as a participant in the
relationship that ensues. Another set of behavioral factors 'is
brought into play by the dynamics of the situation: in the case of
the classroom, those pertaining to the teacher. In addition, the

.

classroom situation involves .a whole'Joup Of ofv-rs_ as well. These
are necessary complications, h6wever, tor human behavior can only
.be studied in the sdtting of huAlan relations if it is to be considered
from the viewpoint of spontaneous development. We cannot avoid
this circumstance.
In both the psychoanalytic 'and the Montessori approach, the
relatiiifiThl-oliSerVer-participaiit -and participant SliCrild 'lie one of--

alliance based on mutual respect and confideme. The observer_participant should be carefully trained. I Ie should be interested in
the'phenomena he is observing and understand them. Ilc shoukl

allow situations to develop freely, abstaining from intervention
when it is not necessary and acting appropriately when it is. Ilis
aCtions should be determined by the situation and its objectives,.
never by his own impulses or wishes, which might interfere with the
aim should be to remove obstacles that inhibit
process at hand.
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the natural course of events, to promote insights tliat further it, and
to help work these throus,..... I lis attitude should be one of empathy,'
cooperation, and patience.

Of course, the objectives of psychoanalysis and Montessori
education are quite different, as is the material that is studied:
Their findings, however, tend to confirm and to complement each
other. It is especially significant that the.models to ,which they lead
have a similar Sirneture. Montessori herself explicitly identified her
method with. psychoanalysis. I..egarding modern pedagogy, which
had previously .been limited to the study of external phenomena.,
she remarked; "To borrow medical terminology, we might say that

.

it_ was an attempt to cure the symptoms without seeking the

essential but obscure cause.- She then proceeded to illustrate the
limitations of symptomatic therapy, contrasting it with .psyclioanalysis, which 4als with the causes of behayior.5 This similarity
between .Montessori education and psychoanalysis .1113y,

eXplain the striking parallel in the vicissitudes each has
cumin] teied .

Montessoti's view of the specificity of mankind as a speCies
differs from that of the sciences, even psychology. To my knowl-

is only that train of psychological thought based on
philosophical anthropology, the influence of which is mainly
confined to German-speaking countries, which departs explicitly
from this assumption. Empirical psychology in general does not.
NIontessoriVpOsition in relation to it requires, therefore, some
e.dge, it

further consideration. I ler medical studies gave a sound biological
basis 'to her later conceptions of man's development and behavior,
but they in no way shook her firm conviction of his specificity in
relation to other living beings. One finds it postulated even in her
doctor's -thesis as the frame of reference for an otherwise purelY
clinical psychiatric treatise.6 In her very last book she still held this
position, stating that
What causes ns to distinguish between species is., always their
differences, never their likeness. What constitutes another species is
always something new. . . . The human species has a double
embryonic life.... ft is built to a new design, and has a fresh destiny

in relation to the other creatures.... This is the point at which we
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must pause, and make a fresh start in all our studies of child
development and of inan's psychological sidc.7

Modern psychology has not yet made thiS start, although sonic
!tentative recent developments seem to indicate that it may yet do
.so. In the main, howiever, psychology is still strongly influenced by
American behaviorism, which explicitly ignores the existence of a

undamental difference between man and other living beings.
Behaviorism's impact on modern :learning theory is particularly
strong. But whatever merits this approach may have in highlighting

certain features of human behavior that are common to other
anithals, and which can therefore, in principle,: be studied through
experiments with the latter, it is too limited in scope and tco onesided to further our understanding of the hunian being as such. It
perforce excludes from investigation all aspects of his personality
that cannot be encompassed within its artificially restricted frame
of reference. If its findings are not. integrated into..a more
comprehensive scientific conception of man, modern psychology
and .modern learning theory will have no contribution to offer in

the solution of the ever-increasing social problems with which
humanity is confronted in our technological era. These will always
bring us back to the study of the individual personality in its own
right. If one considers man as an animal and explicitly ignores those
fundamental differences that distinguish the one from the other,

one will convincingly demonstrate that man is, for all practical
purposes, just a naked ape, as Desmond Morris has so enter-.
tainingly demonstrated.8 I however, the resulting conception of man
'will be restricted and distorted, and therefore unscientific.

In seeking to understand the uniqueness of mankind as a
species;adistinction should be-made between-growth and-develop-went. These two concepts are often confused or misused in modern
psychology, leading to ambiguous or arbitrary conclusions in some
studies. For example, consider the findings of Coghill,9 who has
made such a marvelous analysis of his concise anatomical studies in
relation to behavior, 'and Bruner,19 who has carefully studied
relevant patterns in the unfolding of intelligence as a basis for a
theory of instruction. Both use these two concepts alternatively,
writing of the growth when, in fact,:they should refer to the process
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involved as development. I do not believe that this is because theY
would not understand,or could not accept, the difference between
the two. Nor do I believe that their choice of one term rather than
the other is randoin, althongh they may not be conseious of their

motivations. 'Whatever the case may be, the terms they use
influence their conclusions, even if in different degrees, and affect
their contribution to a better understanding of human behavior.

What is the difference between: growth and development?
Growth implies only an enlargemen( or self-multiplication of an
existing form. Carrel describes, for example, the cellular colonies
proceeding from a particle of the heart of the embryo of a chicken,
which continued to multiply for a period of twenty7three years in a
controlled environment. The modifications in the original are only
quantitative, not qualitative." Development iS growth directed

.

toward .the production of an organism in accordance with a
predetermined design..What exists at the start is only the design.
This design includes an organizing and integrative principle that
determines .the course Of growth and maintains the unity of the
organism throughout the growth process. It does not include the
form the organism will take. To create this form requires qualitative, as Well as quantitative,. transformations of the original, and
hence an interaction with the environment. Furthermore, it
involves an anticipation of future needs. That is, there exist
potentialities for the formation of special behavior patterns related
to future functions that may or may not be realized. An example.is
the impressive development of the embryo from conception to
birth. During a relatively short period of time, an infinitesimal cell
becomes a being capable of a totally different form of life. To talk
in extremes, if one used the term growth for this process, one would
-be- reverting- to the- preformation.theories- adhered-to-before- the
onset of embryology; if one used it for postnatal development, one
would be reverting to the theories of faculty-psychology. Of course,
nobody would do this today. However, the idea that developmental

and maturational aspects of behavior are predetermined, and,
therefore exclusively the result of the growth process, is widespread. The counterpart of this idea is that the aspect of behavior
complete in the ethbryonic stage, man accomplishes in his postnatal
conditioning and instruction. lime two scientists mentioned above,
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Bruner and. Coghill, .have now accepted the fact that the creative

process comes into play in growth and learning. l'hey were
reluctant to do swhowever, and only the evidence obtained from

.

.their own investigations convinced them it was necessary.

Montessori's insight in this connection is quite fundamental
and indeed simple. At birth man is relatively immature compared
with other primates. This is a statement of fact. Consequently, part

of the -process of growth and development that these animals
complete in the embryonic stage. man accomplishes in his postnatal
state, when he is exposed to influences from the outside world. This
is*what Montessori means when she refers to the double embryonic

life of the htiman species. She sees this further development as a
continuation of the embryonic process, during which the individual
actively participates in the process and it is related to the outer
environment. It is therefore a psychological order. The postnatal
stage is-a formative period of intense activity during which the child

must create in himself the basic structure of his personality.
Nothing is preestablished. The child has only the potentialities
needed to give form and content to his psychic life and, subsequently, to construct the basic patterns of behavior necessary to
.

function independently in his environment.
The fact that this stage of development is still . so little
understood is, in my opinion, a paramount obstacle to the progress
of the behavioral sciences. Biological evidence corroborating this
principle in embryonic life was produeed in 1940 by Coghill. Maria
Montessori attached much importance to it. It seemed as if Coghill
had reached conclusions similar to hers %vhen lie.%vrote, "Man is,
indeed, a. mechanism, but he is a mechanism which, within his
limitations of life, sensitivitV, and growth, is creating and operating

...himse1f.7 12

Because of his relative freedom from heredity, man must create
within himself the organizing principle for directing his behavior.
In a profound and detailed study of this subject, Dr.. André.Berge
explains how man can only find his way in a world that he can
conceive of as structured, physically as wen as psychically. Man
spontaneously classifies chaos according to.a certain order. fle can
eventually replace this order with another order, but he cannot do
without some kind of order. Dr. Berge sees in man's basic need for
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order the universal root of the moral phenomenon...a phenomenon

'chat initially appears as an organi'zing principle. It is eventually
incarnated in the moral apparatus of man and permits us to exist
with a minimum of damage to others and to ourselves. It can,
moreover, be the source of a special kind of pleasure: that of doMg

what we believe to be right. Hence, morality is :not simply an
Mternalized penal code. The great motor of our moral apparatus is
love. This love is shifted, inure or less, from.the senses to the spirit:
but it is nonetheleSs the same force that takesan individual out of
himself and toward something for which he is capable of forgetting
perSonal interests.'"

The acquisition lw an infant of its mother tongue is the best
demonstration of that sliecial 'quality of the child in the first Years'
, of life that Montessori calls the absorbent mind. "A special,
.niechanism exists for language," she writes. "Not the possession of
language in itself, but the possession. of this mechanism which.
enableS Men to make languages oi their own, is 'what distinguishes
the human-pecies." 14 Every normal child is able to speak its native
tongue at the age of four. 'Hie actual language is dependent on the
environment of the child, and there are individual differences in
the moment the first intentional words are .spoken and in subsequent progress and accuracy. I lowever, the characteristic ability of
an infant to master a language in this intensive way is universal. An
adult no longer possesses this:ability, Phenomenologically, there is
an essential difference, between the infant's conqnest Of its mother
tongue and an adult's learning of a new language, Which entailseffort amid determination. An infant learns a language playfully, and
it becomes part of linn. This miracle can only.be achieved through
sonic inner urgea special sensitivity and a heightened direction of

activit05
'he eMbryonic .state of. the human -infant lasts approximately:
three years. At this time the human personality reaches a first level
of integration. In the next three years a conscious elaboration and.'
enrichment of what has been acquired unconsciously takes place.
The type of mind the same,- but the child is more susceptible to,

adult infhience with :regard to learning. In the first period this
influence is..mainly tbe result of unconscious mechanisms determined lw the emotional development of the child, which, in-turn,
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is dependent on the child's close rcationship withthe. adults .who
for it. hitrojection. imitation, and identification are of
'particular importance in the formation of behavior patterns and
the acquisition of cultural attitudes.
care

In the .second period this continues, but adults are now
consciouSly acknowledged by the child as the source of information
on social and cultural aspects of its existence. Because of its growing

interest in these, the child turns spontaneously to adults with its
.queries. If it is not rejected, it responds with feelings of gratitude,
trust, and respect for these superior beings who are willing to help it
orient itself in its world. Its development continues to be guided
helm within by sensitive periodstime spans in which the child is
sensitive to an incredible degree to a particular activity or Mterest.
Discovered by Montessori in the early part of the century, these
sensitive periods were completely ignored by academic psychologists until the late 1960s, when it was noted that modern research
on the acquisition of linguistic skills had introduced the concept to
aCcount for data that could not otherwise bc explained.'6
Sensitive periods occur throughout the whole period of youth.
This process is so long in nian simply because all aspects of his
personality must be formed by his own experiences as he interacts
with the environment within a given community. The process of
growth, maturation, and individuation, the result of the actualiza.
tion of individual potentialities, is slow. These potentialities must
be adapted and internalized in accordance with the developmental
pattern typical of the human. species. This cannot be achieved
without the help of adults, help which is only available if love is the
binding force in their relationship with the child.
Work is often considered as something forced on human beings
bycircunistances. Many forms of work in modern society certainly

&infirm this view. It may also have been applicable when self
preservation inevitably involved work. However, work is also linked
with man's creativity and is a universal phenomenon characteristic
of the human species. One of Montessori's discoveries was that
there.are potentialities in the human personality that correspond to
all snch universal phenomena, directing the growing individual to
perform specific activities. The experiences that result from these
activities are needed to prepare him to perform functions that will
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be relevant at a later levd of integration. This principle of indirect
preparation is an esSential feature of development. It is indirect
preparation that eventually enables an individual to participate as

an independent adult in those activities typical of the human
species. The earliest roots of development arc formed in the first
years of life. These are the most important' because, like hinguage,..
they become part of the child. Since these developmental processes
are unconscious, it is difficult to change them once the personality
has been consolidated at the end of the first formative period, at
about six 'years of age, and even more difficult after puberty.

The impact of early experiences with regard to 'emotional
development has been fully confirmed by psychoanalytic studies. It

is. Montessori's achievement to have created conditions that
permitted children to manifest their natural developmental propensities as part of ongoing working behavior. She gave children an
appropriate environment and guided freedom within it so that they
eould act according to their inner needs, rhythm, and tempo, and as
a result, they exhibited ,characteristics not generally attributed to

them. These included deep and prolonged concentration, .the
repetition of exercises for their own sake, an urge to make a
maximum effort, control of movements,.a sense of order_ and other

phenomena. Perhaps the most astounding result of her approach
was the intensity with which children approached activities.
whole personalities were Mvolved m them, and it was obvious that
they were finding in their experiences the kind of pleasure and
satisfaction that only results when basic needs are gratified. The,
aim of these activities w.as not to be found in the outer world, but
within the gliildren. They were forming their -own personalities,
constructing the men and women they .were one day to become.
Even a!"ter a forceful international campaign by Nlontessori for half

a century, thiS difference in the aim of children's activities and
adults' activities is still generally disregarded. Children's activities
arc still evaluated primarily from an adult point of view. Even those
dedicated to the study of developpental psychology cannot
sufficiently free themselves from the ingrained idea that a child 'is
an inferior being. Therefore., they cannot discern the characteristics
that can easily be observed when one is able to approach the child
as a human being in his own right.
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clear from an analysis of 11..man development that

education is an indispensable function in the formation of man.
-.Montessori has pointed out that man's present predicament is
caused by the lack of balance between him and his environment."
Education is the only means whereby wc can hope to alter this
situation. I lowever, education can only help if it is reformed, if it is

based on a better understandnig of the human being, and, in
particular, of the function of the child with regard to the formation
.of the Imman personality.

The panoramic view Of Maria Montessori's fundamental and
original contribution to human knowledge that I have tried to give
in this chapter necessarily leaves out a wealth of detail and perhaps
Crowds too many ideas into a few pages. I hope, however, that it
will serve as a base for the succeeding chapters, which deal in More
detail with the relationship between Montessori and the sciences,
the Montessori approach to work. and Montessori and traditional
education. Chapter 2 is devoted to the Nlontessori materials, in

particular their psychological background and their role in the
social development of the child. It also attempts to clarify
Nlontessori's position on play, which is so often niisunderstood.
Later chapters treat the role of education in today's world and the
contemporary 'revolution in values as it relates to Nlontessori
education.
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THE MONTESSORI
MATERIALS: Their

Function and Relationship
to the Child's Work, Play,
and Social Life
Montessori saw education as a means whereby children might
develop their personalities so as to eventually achieve a mature and
independent adulthood. She designed .her educational material to

aid them in this endeavor. This fundamental function of theniaterial is generally disregarded when it is compared with the
equipment found in most preprimary.classrooms. Disappointment
With the Montessori material results because the comparisons that
:ate madc arc only superficial. This superficial approach is encour-

aged ,by adherence to either of the two main trends of current
.thought in education. One Of these holds that yOung children
should be free to express their urges and fantasies without restraint,
thus experiencing.a minimum of frustration. Objects should mainly
serve to offer possibilities of 'gratification. In handling them, the
children will also discover sonie of their objective qualities, but this
..is.more or less a side issue. Learning at this early stage is held to

hamper the uninhibited development of the child's personality,
and therefore to be something that shOuld not be enforced by
organized teaching. From this point of view, the Montessori
material appears too rigid.
The second approach to education popular today considers all,

development an integral part of the learning process, and all'
learning to be the result of conditioning, deconditioning, or
reconditioning originally simple reflexes. Knowledge can therefore
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be gained from experiments with rats and other animals, and then.

applied to human beings in a learning situation. Although the
him= organism achieves a higher kvel of differen tia tion, the
chains of reactions encountered basically correspond to the same
mechanical model. Whatever new theoretical constructs
envisaged must obey the laws inherent in this basic theory. This is
considered to be true even before the switch to the experinientation. and observation of humans is made. Any imagf.nable skill

withiii the abilities of the nervous system at a given stage of
maturation can thus be acquired by the individual, providing an
ppropdate conditioning based on the accepted theoretical laws
can be undertaken. Those accepting this view will find the
NIontessori material lacking in detailed systemization; for instance,
in the programming of instructions. They will, therefore, consider it
too limited in scope for properlearning.

This is an incomplete and oversimplified exposition of two
widelY accepted approaches in education, but I hope it will serve to

make niy point conceniing Montessori education clear. It does
include the more fundamental viewpoints of these schools of

thought. However. thev are seen only as parts of the basic
educational pattern; a pattern that is derived from a broader.
.

conception of Imuiiiamm development. The discussion above also

illustrates an important 'point concerning education in general.
Whether it is being explicitly postulated or not, the aims of
education and .the....methods used to achieve these aims are
deternnned hy the psychological matrix resulting from the underlying general conception .of human development.

Montessori actually presents a third, more comprehensive
concePtion of educatio». As I have mentio»ed, she sees a basic
biological difference between men and 'animals. l'his difference is'
clearly visible in the patterns underlying the behavior of individual
human beiligs, which are not predominantly determined by liered
itv. NIan must bulk! these inner structures from which he evolves'.
his

persomm a'.

behavior during his lifetime, and from his own

experiences. In animals, instinct predominates and other functions
are subordinate. An animal's general behavior and the relation of
its species to its specific environment are included in the pattern of
instinct With which it is born, and are therefore hereditary. In man,

that which correspords to this aspect of the animal instinct
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materializes only after birth. It is an inner creation accomplished by
Man in the course of his youth. which is more protracted than that
of any other living being. This creation takes place in a relationship
.of dependence on the community in which the individual develops.
and from which he cannot be considered a separate entity.

flowever, this does not imply that man is a product of his
environment, or that his development is kft hi chance. It is. rather.
a complex process directed lw inner drives that.succeed one another
at certain periods in his life. These drives are closely interrelated
with the sequences of maturation and development. as well as with
outer reality. These inner directives, however, are of a different

order than aininal instincts. Nlontessori called them "guiding
...instincts." They Mdicate the route man's mental development will
take. Because this development can only take place within society.
the cultural values of the time will help define its form.
Inner development inust precede independence. Therefore, it is
this inner development that is., the child's major task. To acComplish it, the child is equipped with certain potentialities that do not

exist, as such, in adults. One of these Montessori called "the
abSorbent mind." Througlm their close emotional ties with those
who take care of them. children actively absorb, during the first
years of life, the basic patterns they encounter ill their social
environment. From these their personal behavior will take shape.
This pronounced sensitivity to and eagerness to assimilate impressions from the outside eXists not only in relation to other living
beings and their behavior. but encompasses everything that goes to
make up the child's world. Ills emotional relationship with the
external world is so intense that it strongly nifluences his whole
being. This is why Montessori has called the child in this phase of
development the "spiritual embryo." In later stages of development, children are kd toward maturity by "sensitive periods" that
stimulate them to carry out certain activities and to acquire certain
experiences. These are necessary for the further structuring of their
own personalities in relation to their environment. The possibilities

offered by the surrounding world determine whether this predisposition toward new experiences with their resulting enrichment
of .the personality, is fully stimulated. merely used 'in part, or even
quenched.

According to Montessori, education should be an aid to life.
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Therefore, it must be an instrument for the support and guidance
of the child in the nuinumental task of constructing the foundation
of his personality. Three factors determine the course of this inner
construction. The first is the child's own psyehe, with its specific
needs, potentialifies. and sensitive periods, which determines the
pace and direction of its inner development. This development

does not occur in straight

lines,

but shows fluctuations and

,.

individual differences. The second is the cultural community, with

its standards, habits, patterns of .behavior, ideals, religion, and
knowledge of all other aspects of its civilization. It is the prevailing
order of this connnunitv that permits the child to achieve an inner

harmony. The third is the nmterial world with all its objective
qualities, to which inan must adapt himself in order to be able to

..

utilize his own faculties freely.

lic: environment of modern man is highly differentiated and
complex. A being cOnfronted for the first time by the present world'

could not help but feel confused. Yet a child, once it has left the
confinement of its mother's womb, must eventually come to terms
with this world. lt can only do this through experiences. Adults
must give it the freedom to gain this experience in its own way. At
the same time, they must help it, when possible, to explore and
. assimilate its world and the principles prevailing in it. They must,
therefore, construct a bridge between their world and that of the
child. 'Montessori education provides this bridge through the
prepared environment. It is here that the Montessori material plays
a fundamental role. The idea is not to reproduce the adult world in
miniature. or to distort reality into a make-believe paradise in
which cliddren's wishes and fantasies are the only things considered.
Rather, the prepared environment should bring the world at large,

.

.

and thus the adult world, within reach of the child at whatever
stage of development it is at a given moment.
ln order to achieve this, the prepared enviromnent should meet
certain general requirements. First, it should be attractive, aesthetically and practically, from the standpoint of children of different

age groups, but reflect that amount of organization and order
necessary for a community to function properly. The rules used to
achieve this should be valid for all. They ought to be derived not
from the adult's wish to impose his authority, but, as in regulating
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traffic, from a desire to allow every individual freedom of independent activity as long as his freedom does not interfere with thnt of

others. The prepared environment should also stimulate the
interest of the children in the kind of purposeful activities they
need to further their general development. It must also be so
arranged that they can carry out these activities in their own way
and at their own rate. The environment should not be centered on
a single function or skill, but call to a child's whole personality.
Moreover, there should be ample opporttm4 in the environment
for the child to practice, work through, and integrate with previous
skills any new function or skill that has been acquired. This should
also be true with regard to general behavior. Children should feel
cOmfortable in the prepared environment. Their limitations as well
as their possibilities should be taken into consideration in creating

it. It should be made to measure for them so that they have the
opportunity to behave independently whenever they have learned
to do so. Adults should guide and help the child when necessary,
but not unnecessarily. If, for example, toilet training has been
successful and children can be independent in this regard, they
should not have to ask the aid of an adult just because the utilities

available are too big for them. These should be adapted to the
children's smaller stature. So should the furniture and any other
objects in the environment that are..there for their use. If the
environment is not so arranged, the children ,are Constantly
confronted with tasks which theY see adults perform and which
they know they could do also, if they were not too small in relation
to the objects involved. They may come to regard adults, therefore,
ms powerful rivals instead .of models.
the prepared environment should contain material purposely constructed and selected

to provide the children with the means of having certain basic
experiences pertinent to their development. The Montessori material is not purely didactic, nor does it consist of toys, although the

children learn from it and play with it, and, what is more, love
doing so.

The Montessori material is only one of several devkes by which
the Montessori principles find expressiOn. Now that its position has
been established within the general frame of reference of the other
two approaches to education, we can consider its special function.
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When used properly, this imiterial serves two main purposes. On
the one hand, it furthers the inner development of the child:
specifically, the Mdirect preparatio» that must precede the development of any new ego function. On the.other, it helps the child to
acquire new perspectives in its exploration of the objective workl. It
makes it aware of certain qualities of the objects, their interrela-

tionships, existing principles of differentiation within a given
category, organizational sequences, and special techniques for
handling the objects. It challenges the intelligence of -the child
who is first intrigued and later fully absorbed by the principles
involved. If a spark is lit, a prMciple discovered, it awakens in the

child an urge.to exercise its newly acquired insight through endless

repetitions of the action that led to it. When the child has fully
mastered the principle involved, it spontaneously proceeds to apply
it in handling all kinds of objects. The material does not, in the first
place, teach children factual knowledge. Instead it makes it possible
for them to reorganize their knowledge according to new principles.
This increases their capacity for learning. Because the material
serves this function, Montessori referred to it as materialized
abstractionS.

I should like.to illustrate these two main aspects of the material
with some examples. All ego functions, like perception, thinking,
language, the comprehension of objects,- and the coordination of
movements and learning processes in general, require a lo»g period
of indirect preparation before they emerge as integrated aspects of

the personality. This results in certain activities on the part of
children which make no sense to adults. Often, children abandon
themselves to these activities with such tenacity that it is very
difficult to distract them.
I once witnessed the following scene. A small girl who was not
yet able to walk, but who could move around quite adequately,
pulled herself up by gripping the side of the living room coffee
table. She then began to investigate a little vase of flowers on top of
it. She held herself upright, supporting herself by putting her left
hand on the table, and started to pull the flowers, one by one, out
of the vase with her right hand, putting them on the table. While'
thus engaged, she exhibited all the seriousness and concentration
one expects from a surgeon in an operating theater.. The water on
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the doily did not disturb her, nor did her mother, who enjoyed
looking at this performance because .of the intensity of purpose it
expressed. As soon as all the flowers %vere on the table, the.little girl

started putting them back in the vase, one by one, with the greatest
care. When she was finished she commenced to remove them again.
This had been going on for some time when I entered the room.
The little girl disregarded my entrance completely. She was on her
fifth or sixth round and had no intention of stopping. It was as if
the rest of the world did not exist for her. The mother and I kept
watching her, fascinated. I lowever, it was lunch time, and rather
late at that, so after a while, when all the flowers %vere once more in
the vase, the mother suggested going to lunch. [ler daughter paid
no attention whatsoever, and started again with a new round. The

mother, although appreciating the fact that this activity seemed
important to the child, did not want to have her or the rest of the
family miss lunch, so she continued with her summons in a friendly,

but persistent, manner. Filially. the child, without looking up or
interrupting what-she was doing, said with some vehemence "No,
no!", and went on. At this point the flowers .were again on the
table, and the inother.said, "Well, just put them back in the vase,
but then we shall have lunch." The child said ."No!" again and
went on until the flowers were all back in place, only to start the
proceedings all over again. This time her mother was firm iii her
intention and took her daughter up smilingly, promising her nicefood and permission to continue with the flowers after lunch. The
child was simply desperate, wailing and crying big tears, even when
she was sitting in front of her food. It took quite a lot of cuddling
and comforting before she calmed down. flappily, she was hungry,

so that once she had detached her attention from her previous
adivity and her fit had passed, the alternative of eating was also
attractive and she could again smile at the world.
This example is typical of..the sort of activity that, to superficial
observers, seems quite superfluous, especially if they judge it by
adult stahdards. What is the use of putting flowers in and out of a
vase endlessly? Still, for a child, it can be a very serious matter. The
purpose of the activity, however, lutist be sought within the child,
and not in the action itself or its objective aim.
The other function of the Montessori material, to help children
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acquire new perspectives, is illustrated by the following experience I
had with a girl four yeins old. We were sitting on a large couch with

a cretonne covering that she had crawled and jumped on a great
deal throughout her short life, as it was just under a window looking

out on the street. We were chatting a bit in a gay mOod. All of a
sudden she lost interest in me, and looking quite seriously at the
cushion on which we were sitting, saicl nothing for a while. I was
wondering what might have caught her attention when she pointed
with her small. finger .at .a spot Of the decoration in the flowery

cretonne and said, "This is dark green." A little while later,
pointing to another spot, she ackied,. "And this is lighter green.She then found a still lighter spot and said, "This is the lightest."
When the green shades were exhausted, she Started examining
another color, then another, and so on. I then joined her, following
her statements with qtwstions about other shades, and we continued until I had to go. Now, the interesting Part of this story is
that what the little girl lean d with the Montessori material was
not the colors themselves, not:their names, which She already knew.
It was the concept of shades, which enabled her to rediscover this

piece of furniture she had been so accustomed to all her life. She
was looking.at her own world with other eyes, as it were, and with a
more differentiated perception.
These effects can only bc ekpected when the material offered to
a child correspOnds to the kind of activities in which it has a special

interest at that stage, and when its intelligence

is sufficiently
developed for it 'to grasp the idea involved. If material is given to a
child too soon, it seems too difficult; if too late, it is boring. If, however, the time is right, it will be experienced as.something the child

can conquer. Montessori material offers children symbols and a

means of interpreting their world in a more coherent and dif,,
ferentiated way. It therefore stimulates their wish to learn by
making learning neither frustrating nor burdensome, but pleasurable.

Whoever has seen a Montessori child at the moment in its life
when it discovers that it can read will never forget its happiness, its
beaming face, its pride that a new world has been opened to it. I
have had this privilege with iny own children, and it has convinced
me that something very fululantental and constructive happens to
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children in Montessori schools: No matter what theories are
involved, I should not wish to haVe-deprived any of my children of

this unique experience. It has also brought something new to pur
relationslnp. The children now not only have the joy of reading and

making sense out of formerly mysterious symbols, but they also
experience the joy of sharing something with adults, something
which until that moment belonged exclusively to the latter's world.

Now the children have entered this workl as well. They have
something new in common with the parents with whom they
identify. The bond between theni has been strengthened and made

more realistic, and the Chi kircn's still weak egos have been
strengthened too. All this has come about in a miraculous way
without the children .knowing that it would happen. It is this
element of discovery that makes the .Montessori approach to
reading a unique and gratifying experience.
The MOntessori. materials are generally used individually in the
classroom. Therefore, it is important to consider whether a method

that emphasizes their use can do justice to .the social needs of
children.

Historically, the Montessori method .has been called an individual approach, to differentiate it from the classical approach, the
only method in use in schools in the earlY part of the century. The
fact is, however, that social education has .always had an important
place in Montessori schools. A number of factors contribute to this

education: the rale of the teacher, the free method of work, the
prepared environment7wbich encourages respect for others and for

'materialsmd the inclusibn of children of varying ages in one
group.

Mo:;....ssori described the adult's function in the classroom as
one of guiding in contrast .to teaching. In fact, she discarded the

term teacher altogether, preferring that of directress. Without
guidance, no single community can conic into being. Somebody
must sec to the maintenance of the patterns of behavior that are
deemed necessary for ordered coexistence within a given group.
Although the school community bears some resemblance to the
family, it also differs from it, and therefore demands further social
growth. Teachers are the representatives of this wider community.
They must help the children by gradually familiarizing them with
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its rules. Furthermore, this must be done in a manner that makes
their inner acceptance by the children possible.
'leachers must uphold the rules of the school community for
the benefi t of the group as well as that of individual children.
Accordingly the only puMshment in Montessori education 'is
isolation frrim thc group for a temporary period. If a thild.behaves
in a way that disturbs others, the teacher explains to him that
others cannot contnme their activities. She suggestS that they go
and look for something he would like to do. If he continues to be
disruptive, he is set apart with his table, chair, and material. Ile can
still see the group. but he is isolated from it..11owever, he is free to

rejoin the others when he thinks that he is once Wort abk to
participate. It is the social situation that determines when such
Measures arc necessary, and it is the diild's positive desire to belong
that motivates him to correct his behavior.
'Me balance between freedom for the individnal and the needs

of the group is another special feature of sociid education in the
Nlontessori method. One can only speak of a true community when
each member Of 'the group feels sufficiently free to be himself or
hersdf, while simultaneously restricting his or her own freedom for
the sake Of adjustment to the group. It is in seeking an optimal
solution to this tension bet.Ween personal independence and

dependence on the group that the social being is formed. Too
nmch Mdividual freedom leads to chaos. Too much ,uniformity,
Unposed by 'adults, leads to impersonal conformity or to rebellion.
The prepared envircmment encourages social development by
making it necessary for the children to consider both objects and
others. Because the environment is adapted to their inner needs. it
is attractive and stimulating to them. It invites them to engage in
all kinds of activity. There are certain restrictions on this activity,

however. First of all, the materials impose certain conditions.
Controls of error are built into them. Whenever these conditions
are not satisfied the objects themsdves confront the children with'
their properties. The children are thus presented with problems for 1
which they must seek better solutions if they wish to fulfill the tasks
they have chosen to perform. This factual relation to the objects
promotes inner adjustment to their environment.
Similarly, an outward adjustment is also required. for everything
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in the prePared .eirviromnent has its own special location. After.
.material.haS been used, it must be returned to its original Place and
condition so that other children can work with it or, not finding it,
can know that it is already in use.
outward adjustment is
_achieved through following the instructions of the teacher, through

the children's awareness of the needs .of others, and through the
order of the enviromnent itself, which arouses the children's desire
to collaborate in maintaining it: These forms of adjustment are
important aspects of the process of adaptation that determines the
social development of the individual.
Respect for others is further developed through the children's
relationship with the teacher in the prepared environment. When a
child first comes to school at the age of two and a half or three, it
has little direct contact with other childi en. This is because
emotionally the young child turns much more to the adults in its
surroundings. lt develops a personal tie first with its mother, then

with its father, and then With other trusted adults in its first
milieu. A tic with its teacher becomes a further extension of this
important a place in a class as a
sequence. Teachers occupy just
eliilds mother does at home. and children turn naturally to them
for help. The relationship that develops is less personal than the
motherchild relationship, but a positive tie between teacher and
child is the only satisfactory basis for education, For this reason
Nlontessori called education a technique of love.
Teachers must activelv strive to establish a positive Telationship

so that children will approach them with confidence and accept
their authority as a matter of. course. In order to do this, they
should make themselves as attractive as they can, not only in
appearance but as a source of new, happy experiences. They must
respect the children's personalities, understand their developmental
'needs. and appreciate their achievements. in this way, they avoid

standing opposite the children as a representative of arbitrary
authority and take their place beside theiii as wiser persons who
understand theni and who are willing to help theni in their
endeavors to grow toward adulthood. The chldren in turn respond
with .iffection and a willingness to accept the teachers' guidance.

Onte this type .of relationship has been established. they can
gradvally help the children to become members of the class
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community, something that is only possible when they respect the
interests of the group and help to Maintain the existing social order.
They learn to use the material with care so that it remains in good
conditioli for the use of others, to assist in keeping the mutually
shared environment.attractiye and orderly, to behave in such a way
that others can work undisturbed. to develop good manners that
make them at ease in various social situations, and to postpone the
.

satisfaction of their own vishes when thev conflict with ; the

demands of reality and the needs of others. All this is dtine in
natural a wa as possible whenever the occasion arises.

as .

Nlontessori was one of the first to realize how important
collective work is for mental development. Therefore. she strove to

create optimal conditions for its realization in her schools. The
exercises of practical life for the young children promote social
contact both because of the nature of the task and because of the
Way in which they are organized in the classroom. lt is a common
sight

to see Nth( groups of two or more children who have

voluntarily begun to do these exercises together. Collective Work
contnineti to be emphasized in Alontessori education all through
preprimarv uid secondary education..At the beginning of a working
period, a short lesson is given on a general subject that may interest
the w hole group. \Alien this proves a success. it often results in a
wave of activity alining the children.. Sometimes this results in their
working together directly. At other times the% inoy 'work indiNidually. on their own level and according to their own insight and
abilWes. I loweverAhey are at the same time taking part in a group
event, for their separate contributions are on a common subject
and can later be seen bv everyone as a collective achievement.
There are. of course, class discussions when. for example, on a
Nlonday morning the teacher gives the children the opportunity to

tell about their weekend experiences. ln this way they learn to
speak before a group. to give each other a chance to speak, and to
make relevant cont-ibutions to a line of thought. At the same time
they hear about one anothers daily. life, Especially after a vacation,
this gives rise to compositions and drawings based on their
experiences. In addition. the children often react actively to things
the teacher. Teals to them..what the teacher says to them about a

subject that everVone in the adult world is discussing, in the
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. preparation of a science display, and so on. There are also
individual .activities in the service of the group, such as the care of
the plants and animals in the classroom, the cleaning of the shelves

.and materials, and the distribution of food for snacks.. There are
group 'activities such as making decorations for the classroom for
.

festive days and celebrations, tht, silence lesson,' exercises on the..
line, dancing, and singing. Plays and dialogues are created, and
there are indoor and outdoor games of all sorts. In short, a good
Montessori classroom will be the scene of a variety of collective

It remains now to consider whether the individual emphasis of
the Montessori materials is suitable for young children, for it is
indeed true that children who are .working with the materials Eire
.quietly doing so on their own. In psychological literature this
solitary type of occupation is generally labeled egocentric. In my
opinion, this terni is only correct if the behavior of the child is
judged by adult standards. This, of course, is what the psychologists

in question actually do. :I, however, one takes account of the
child's own nature, it is immediately clear that this term cannot be
used to describe its activity. A small child is capable of becoming
wholly absorbed and fascinated by what it is doing. But it is
occupied with the materials on which it is concentrating, and not
with itself.
Of course, childvat in a Mon!cssori class do much more than
work with the material. They are well aware of those around them,
aud one often sees the small ones watching the work of .i'Aers,
.

.particuladv the older ones, intensely. In doing this they absorb
.

much more than it seelni, and are already preparing themselves for
more active social participation in the community of the class. The
contribution of the Montessori.classroom to the development of a
.social life sometimes goes unnoticed because of the emphasis on
the inner growth .of the child. Often one thinks of social develop-

, ment in terms of mutual contact. This is to underestimate the
.

process involved. A long period of indirect preparation is indispeusable if a child is to develop the capacity of relating to others. As in
all areas of human development, nothing is achieved immediately
and rectilinearly.
Children quietly pra;:!ticing on their own witlt Montessori
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materiAs are tmconscionsly preparing themselves for participation
in the connimnity. in Which they will later have to find their places

as independent adtdts. The Montessori method

is

specifically

designed to aid them in this important. task. If there arc Nlontessori
teachers who have not grasped this goal of education. to which the
method owes its highly dynamic character, it iS due to their own

lintitations,.'and not to the method itself. Any teaclwr or other
adult who fails to appreciate the importance of this' inner developwent devalttes 1111111 to the level of a gregarious 'aninial and denies
the child the help it needs to become truly what it is Mtended to
be: a social being.

would like now to discuss a third area related to the
Montessori materials. that of play, because it has Aways beeuand
I

still issurrounded by misunderstanding and criticism. In the
conrse of time, however, the direction of critical comment has
shifted. Where formerly it was held that children in NIontessori
sdtools could do what they liked, and thns played all day long,
.today the reversc is contended. It is said that the children may only.:
do what Maria Montessori wanted them to do, so that their need
for free piay is not satisfied,
In order to see NIontessori's view of play in proper perspective,
it is necessary to recognize the historic-A context in which she began
her work. First of all, schools for children under the age Of five.or six

were the exceptiOn rather than the rule. in cases where separate
facilities could be provided for ver y. voting children, they were
nursery facilities where toys were played with nnder the watchful
eye of a governess and wlwre they were more or less left to their
own devices.

Since young children were not deemed capaNe of anything but
play, they were given only those objects which, in the opinion of
adults, scented most suitable for this typical and rather senseless
form of behavior. The toys that could be bought were generally'
pretty and ingenious, but they were not sufficiently adapted to the
children's own nature. Their design was mainly determined by what
attracted adults. They were therefore based on a Projection of
adult likes onto children, and not on what children themselves
needed to play with. The practice of giving toys to children implied
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a sense of superiority on the part of adults. who did not take the
children's play wrionsly, .but merely wanted to please them. It
reminds one o: the behavior of the white traders who offered hand
mirrors and cokred glass beads tO the chkfs of primitive tribes to
'establish good trade relations. Children's play was regarded by
'adults more as a 'childish business thaii as fundamental human
'behavior at an eadv stage of 'development. Only when a child did
something that fitted adult expectations, that is, when it was being
least a child. could it expect aPpreciation.

Montessori, however, wanted to study children in their own

world. Therefore. in seeking the optimum conditions for her
scientific experiment, she let herself be guided by the spontaneous
.

activity, reactions, and expressions of children. She, started by
offerhig theni all the usual toys.that were supposed to please tlienn
but she also introduced new ones, some of whkh were the.same as

the Materials found in Montes..ori schools today. From the
children's point of %iew, they simply continued playing, but with
pore intriguing playthings. For the .observer, however.. revelations
of Listing importance resulted. 11w exteriorizing of the contents of

the child's own experience by creating shapes out of formless
'material. the elaboration of impressions from dailv life bv aeting
them out alone or with other children, the.expression of dominating emotions through fantasies of u11, kinds, and inexhaustible
physical

activity were the accepted forms of typical childlike

behavior throughout the ages, although they were never completely
understood. The new aspects of child behavior that came to light

t1irou0 Montessori's work clearly denionstrated for the first time
that children have an inner need to learn to know themselves and
their would: to develop their intelligence inid other mental func-

tions through -purposeful activity, to develop control of their
movements through the use of their 'bodies in specific structured
situations, to organiz.e the contents of their experience according to

the order they encounter in the world, and, finally, through an
acipmintance with the properties of things, to grow familiar with
their environment and with their own capacihes in order, even-.
tually, to become independent.
All ,this happens in a manner natural to ehiklren and of their
own volition. and therefore should be termed play. yet, when
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children are adcquately aided in this respect, one -is struck by the

new qualities they develop: the maximum effort very young
children put forth, the repetition of exercises time and againnot
for the sake of the end resultbut for the sake of the activity itself,
the sense of order, the intensive concentration once a task has
aroused a child's intereSt, the joy in work, the growill!7; selfconfidence zind social ease, and all the other manifestations that
inspired Montessori to develop her educational method.

TwO main attitudes can be distinguished in the spontaneous
behavior of children. The first is a desire for self-expression. The
direction of events is, as it were, from the inside to the outside.
Objects serve as a Means to express the contents of a clnkl's own
experience, its capacitieS, and the products of its fantasy. That
which lives in the child itself is esieriorized by its use of objects and
the 'meaning it givjs them in free play.

The less structured objects arc and the more they function
merely as raW materials, the more appropriate they, are for this
purpose. Clay, sand, water, beads, coloring materials, blank paper,
art materials of many kinds, can serve very well in this connection.

A .boy running with a stick between his legs and acting out the
fantasy that he is a mighty cowboy WI horseback chasing a group.of
singlehandedly, would not benefit from being given a real
hmsc, or a toy horse, in exchange for his stick. The stick does not
even function as a symbol of a horse. It is 'actually no more than a
sign: a sign that indicates the transition between reality and fantasy
and also maintains the connection between the two. It is similar to
the signposts in medieval theater that indicated the scenario, which
the stage setting itself left to the imagination of the spectators.
When children; either alone or with others, are busy with such

fantasy play, adults ean offer them little help. The usefulness of
objects is also limited, for they must fit, or be made by the children

to fit, into the fantasy world. The children alone know how that
world has to be organized and what significance to assign to .the

objects.. The objects should lend a quality of reality to the

children's fantasy- without disturbing its free course by having too
specific properties or by being too differentiated. In all fantasies,
especially those with an emotional content, a child is confronted
with its personal experience. They enable it to achieve a conscious
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elaboration of this experience. On the other hand, the Child gets
none the,wiser about the world's objective qualities, the properties

of things and their interrelations, or the organization of its
.enyironment from a fantasy. Children themselves give for i to their
fantasies, and reality must comply with the dictates of ima
When reality does not support a child's fantasy, r when
Occurrences in the innnediate environment or events connected
.

with the child's own body claim its attention, the child's attitude
toward the outer world changes. If, for instance, a screaming fire
engine races past, the boy with the stick horse forgets for 'the
moment to be a Cowboy and turns with 'curiosity to that real
occurrence. It is characteristic of such situations that children do
not create their own world but are, as it were, drawn out of it by the
call of reality and venture forth to meet the things that exist in the

World in their own shape. Compliance must now come from the
children's side if they want to get better-acquainted with these real
events and real things, and test them on their.own merits. Things
have their own significance .and organization, their own characteristics, values, and possible uses. The world exhibits a definite

'structure in which various principles of order, laws, and mutual
relations can be discerned. Objects in the world therefore make
demands on the children's poWer of combination, on their insight,
and on their ability to coordinate their movements. Unless these
conditions are met, they cannot make adequate use of real world
things that they encounter.
The form of inner construction taking place when children are
'engaged in fantasy play, or'whether any kind of self-construction at
all is occurring, is not known: However, as a spontaneous form of
activity in children, fantasy play deserves serious studY. Montessori

did find that, given a choice, children chose the activities that
eventually came to compase the Montessori environment. She
herself made no value judment about this choice. She merely
observed it, and accepted the children's behavior. The fact that
Montessori children generally chose activities that informed them
about the world outside themselves, may be in part the result of
two aspects of their lives. First, the practical life activities, based as

they are on actions the children see adults performing in their
environment; may partially': meet their need for dramatic play
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(which seems to be based on copying what they see about them).1
Second, children in our culture tend to have more opportunities for
self-expressive play than for activities that develop their knowledge
of the outer world. Therefore, given a. choice, they tend to choose
the latter.

In this chapter. I have discussed the role of the Montessori
materials in some detail: their orimary role as an indirect preparation

for .ego functions and the differentiation of the child's

intelligence; the position they hold in its developing social life; and
their relationship to its needs both for self-expression, as in fantasy
play, and for self-realization based on contact with outer reality.
The role of the materials has been misunderstood by both admirers:.

and critics, but it need not be. If one understandS Montessori's
basic approach to education as an aid to life, the role of the:.
materials falls logically into place. They are, quite simply, :lids.. to:
the child in its self-construction..

NOTE
. Montessori's appreciation of .drama in general is often forgotten. For
very young children, she suggested such activitks as extemporaneous acting .
inspired by a beginning sentence such as "Maria went to the window and

.

cried...." The older children in .Montessori schools write and produce
original plays. ; In Some classrooms the afternoons are devoted almost
exclusiyely to various kinds of artistic expression, including plays. The :
latter are often based on history or literature. For example, an original play

may be put on depicting a historical period or event, with authentic
costumes, plops, and scenery. One school I visited (the Montessori School
of Northeni Virginia, 6820 Pacific Lane, Annandale, Virginia 22003) had
been to a production of Shakespeare a few weeks earlier, and one of the

children had asked to sec the slides the teacher had taken during the
performance. While the slides were being shown, several children sp6ntaneously spoke the lines from the scenes being depicted, The play was
Midsummer Night's Dream, and the entertainment superb as one nine-,
year.old boy in particular raised his voice to take the leading female role,
acting the part to perfection.
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MONTESSORI
EDUCATION AND
MODERN PSYCHOLOGY

Sinee the Montessori method grew out of a scientific invesfigation,

it seems appropriate to examine whether this method meets the
demands that modern science, and psychology in particular, imike
on education. To do this, it is necessary to recount \lontessori's
view of man and the principles on which the rest of her work is
based so that they eau be compared with the findings of modern
psychology.

Of course, the term "modern psychology.' implies a unity of
outlook that does not in fact exist. certain amount of disunity,
theoretical controversy., and mutual negative criticism has naturally

resulted from the great expansion and 'progress that this young
science has experienced within a short time. Furthermore, it is still
far from reaching its final goal. Perhaps one reason for this is the

fact that it, object of studyhuman behavioris so very complex.
It is certainly mire difficult for us to penetrate than something
with which we are less directly involved. In spite of this, and
notwithstanding the contradictory opinions held by individual
psychologists, there

is

sufficient essential_ agreement on .certai n

points for a general view of man to be outlined. Smite of its
fundamental characteristics are as follows:

Man is, above all, a social being.- That is, he is dependent on his
social environment not !only for his physical survival but for his
35
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psychic and spiritual development. Of all living creatures, he
alone possesses language. Language .is not the product and
possession of an individual, but of society.
Cultural heritages, which are inconceivable without society,-give

content and form to human existence; they indicate paths by
which man can fulfill his particular destiny. Since this destiny'. is

interpreted differently from culture to culture, human beings
need each other to realize, collectively; the possibilitieS of
humanity., The great human values, such as faith, justice, beauty,
and truth, are created aud supported by the connnunity. Within
it they have general validity as aims indissolubly related to human
talent.' They have a suprapersonal, supraindividual nature, arid
cannot, therefore, be 'understood or explained by looking at the,
individual.

The indMdual is only potentially human. He is, as it were, a
promise that can only be fulfilled by society. He is different;

therefore, from an animal, which readies the limits of its
development soon after birth. and may then be considered
complete.
The continuity in human history is a cultural continuity, whereas

the continuity in the animal world is in principle biological. The'
fundamental psychosomatic unity is another principle that conies'
strongly to the fore in.contemporary psychology.
Man finds in his organism the Source of his own activity. Thishe.
directs toward his environment, either strivingly or resistentlY,
through his behavior.
Behavior is the terni used to describe the meaningful activity by
which man enters into a relationship with his enviromnent. Since
he has alternatives in this regard, human behavior is the physical
manifestation of a choice.
Nlan's behavior is only partially determined by the laws of nature.
Insofar as he has alternatives,he must make choices. He possesses
the widest range of possible choices of all living beings because he
is capable of creating alterna fives that do not, as such, exist in

nature. On the other hand, an alternative that was originally
present may be lost, and then a pure automatism conies into
function. Therefore all addiction and rigidity is, in a sense, a
deficiency when measured by the yardstick of human possibilities.
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Behavior is always in reference to something and has meaning.
The setting of and striving after aims is a .fundamental aspect of

human existence. Even before a child can speak, or for that
matter before anyone can explain to it what an aim is, it already
has aims. Because man experiences himself as the source of
activity, he is also aware of intentionality. He has this awareness
at an early age.

Modern psychology begins with the conviction that human
behavior is not purely accidental, but is determined by something.
In other words, it occurs in a context of determinants.

The totality of relationships from which man determines his
behavior is called a situation. Man constantly finds himself in
situafions. As his development progresses, these situations become

richer, and consequently his behavior becomes more differentiated. Ilowever, this differentiation varies from person to person

according to the individuars interests, abilities, and circumstances.

How does this brief outline of man as he is presented to us in
psychological literature today compare with the view of man Maria
Montessori presents to us? Montessori.held the following beliefs:
Man appeared on the evolutionary scene as a new being: In spite

of his biological resemblance to the higher animals, he

is

fundamentally different from them. This difference is not one of
overall superiority. Man as an individual is weaker than many
aninmls, and certainly weaker than those animal species presumed
to have inhabited the earth when he first made his appearance. It

is said that his weapon is intelligence. However, the intelligence
of the individual means little when he lives in isolation.
In animals, the ability to adapt is limited: Their consciousness is
confined to their needs and the striving to satisfy them. They live
in bondage to hereditary patterns of behavior from which they
'can deviate onlY slightly and then only in special circumstances.
Nlan is different. He is far ,more flexible. He too possesses certain
instincts, but they arc less structured than those of animals and

they do not determine the patterns of behavior that give form
and content to his existence. I lc must construct these patterns
himself, and he can only do this in assocation with his fellow men.
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Man cannot be- understood as an indiVidual.. it is onlv in a
community that he becomes hummi and that his potentialitieS
can be realized.

'lime animal biosphere 'has an organization that appears to..be.
more or less static. Man has called into existence.a ,psyeliospliere
that is dynamie and clunigeable. Since his behavior is .not
determined hereditarily, he seeks self-realization. In the course of
this search, he has learned to change his natural environment and

has made discoveries that .have gradually brought about the
present state of civilization; What is generally referred to as our
social environment7a milieu that in the course of history

accpnred its present formis no longer natural, but

is

.a

su-

pranatural creation.

Work is inherent in human existence. Most people, therefore,
work, and many discover new things; but individual discoveries
only become valuable when they 'are accepted and applied by a
larger group
I however convinced someone may .be that he is working only for

himself, he is in fact working for .the community; and only the
results of this communal activity, which we call civilization, show
continuity and progress.

The link that makes this continuity possible is the child, with its
specific potentialities.
People .do not unite by holding onto one another. Their hands

must be free for the activity by which the individual tries to
realize his own destiny. Ile does this independently, in accordance
with his personal capacities and possibilities.
The bond between human beings is their common intelligence,
and language is the vehicle that makes the abstract intelligence of
connnunity possible. It is only as a member of a group that the
i»dividual can accomplish his task as a human being. Yet man's
existence within the group must also be safeguarded by agreement
on the general rules of conduct, since patterns.of behavior are not
determined by natural laws.
The higher values generally accepted by a community conStitute

the spiritual pole according to which the individual directs his
striving toward self-realization and, in doing so, constantly
sacrifices sonic of his self-interest. Their content and interpreta
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tion Vary from culture to culture and also among the various
groups within a greater community. But the need for religion and
for norms is an essential characteristic of human nature.
The conglomerate of spiritual and material values which we term
civilization and...which... determines the _cultural climate of ..a
communitris no static entity. It is constantly being added to and
revised. The donnnating patterns in if change and evolve in the
course of time, affecting man's behavior.

The parallels between the two views of man presented here
that of Montessori and modern psychologyare certainly striking.
Iler personal contribution is her identification of children as the
link that guarantees the continuity of huinan evolution, which is a
cultural evolution. Because of their close emotional bond with
'those into whose care they are given: children turn, with their
special sensibilities and potentialities, to adults. From them, they
unconsciously absorb the fundamental patterns on which- they base
.their personal behuvior during their childhood..Their minds absorb
and digest impressions of the social environment as they travel the
road toward their own destiny in society.
A convincing example of the child's capabilities in this !area is
provided by Marie-Yvonne Vellard, a child of the Guayaki Inthans,
a South American tribe living a .hidden, nomadic existence on the
Stone Age kvel. In 1932 she was abandoned in the forest by two
women of the tribe when they were surprised by members of an
expedition led by Dr. Jean Albert Vellard, director of the French

Institute of Indian Studies at Lima: She was adopted, and
:subsequently raised, by Dr.. Vellard and has become an educate(l
Woman who speaks several languages and whO, apart from her
appearance, does not differ from the Latin American friends with
whom she shared her upbringing: During a. UNESCO conference in
Paris on racial problems, her case was quoted as evidence that all
ifien

are equal at birth) It took our ancestors two hundred

centuries to go from the Stone Age to tfic Atomic Age. This girl did

it in one leap. An adult member of her tribe, even the most
intelligent, would not have been able to adapt to the modern workl
in this way. Some indication of what might have been achieved can
be...found in a touching human document relating the brief
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encounter with twentieth-century civilization of Ishi, the last
survivor of a California Indian tribe. He emerged from the Stone
Age into the modern world in 1911,. and although intelligent and
sensitive, his cultural being remained unchanged.2 Only children.
possess the .spiritual ability (the absorbent mind) necessary for the
formation of the future nian.
So far we have examined only Montessori's global view of man,
aml the principles on whiclrshe based her method. Although this
view is in accordance with niodern psychology, it does not follow
that its practical applications are. A briefsummary of Montessori's
reasoning and that of psychology will indiCate whether, in fact, they
are. An analysis of the various trendS and scliools in psychology
shows that there is agreement on several fundamental points, which
conseq uen tl y may be consid ered rep rescn ta tive of modern
psychology:

A psychic event only acquires meaning when it is related to a
higher totality, in the final analysis, to the personality as a whole.
The relevant organizing principle is not the law, but the type.
The total individual should be studied and his psychological
structure compared with the psychological structures of other
individuals so that its type can be determined.
'Hie organic totality of personality is directed toward the
realization of certain aims and values. It is important to
understand the internal striving of pSychic life toward aims and to
consider psychic activity from the viewpoint of finality.

Phenomena and functions have meaning in the life of the
individual, who is not a passive mechanism, but an active, striving
being.

The meaning of a phenomenon cannot bc understood from
studying the unrelated process alone, but only from examining
the meaningful whole of which it forms a part.
Man is a spiritual being and strives for certain cultural values.
All psychological processes are related to the subject, whith is
active. The ego is the center that gives direction to these
psychological processes.

Not only the content of experience but the action function of the
ego collies to the fore.'
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Nlan's emotional and volitional life is important, as is his social
aspect.
:The psychosomatic unitY of man is fundamental.
Behavior is the physical manifestation of a choice. It springs from
an al terna tive.

Let us now consider a few principles of Montessori education:

Education must help the child develop its personality in accordance with its nature and possibilities, and at its own rate, so that

later it can fulfill its task as an independent, balanced human
being in the adult community. The aim, therefore, is always the
formation of the total personality, not of independent functions
or processes.

Optimal relationships between children and adults and an opti-

mal environment stimulate :and give positive support to this
spontaneous inner development: When it occurs, a change: takes
place in the child called normalization.

Children want to become adults and, prompted by their inner
needs, strive to achieve this goal independently. Education must
assist them in this task .of inner development. In order to offer
them adequate help,...it is necessary to understand their psychic
activity from the point of view of this final aim.
Many activities of small children appear meaningless. However,
the concentration with which they devote themselves to these

activities makes it evident that they are important to them.
When children are engaged in such activities, the Montessori

teacher must withdraw and allow theth to proceed without
interruption. Much of the Montessori developmental material

has been been constructed to further this kind of indirect
preparation for functions that will only Lter become manifest.
Only when this happens can the meaning of a single phenomenon

be grasped Or interpreted in its correct context. Therefore, in
Montessori education the self-directed activity of the child is
respected. Any attempts to penetrate into the secret of childhood

are made through its spontaneous manifestations. Montessori
tCachersare trained to observe the child and to report on their
observations. In this way, the behavior of the child can be studied
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in the meaningful context of the whole personality acting in the
pedagogical situation.
The school must be a cultural environment. so that children have
the opportunity to become familiar with the basic aspects of their

own culture. During the first years of life the child's absorbent
mind enables it to incorporate the fundamental patterns of
culture it has come in contact with through association with
adults. It then proceeds to give them form and content in a

personal w'ay. Schools must offer children this possibility for a
cultural environment and enlarge their Cultural horizon in such a

way that not only intelkctual. but also spiritual development
occurs. 'Hie spirit ;L..I core of MID is already present in children. It
directs their psychic development from within by means of special

sensitivities and needs that, if given the opportunity. spur the
conscious ego of the child to specific activities.

The Montessori material is constructed to appeal to these inner
needs. In addition. it offers chiklren the opportunity to work
independently and to have their own exPeriences with it. Since
kindling it demands the coordination of thfferent functions. the
entire personality is involved. I lowever. one single property is
accentuated in each subdivision of the material. A child is tb us
invited to direct its attention to a special objective quality. The
latter is so chosen that it is.attuned to a siwcific psychic activity
and requires. at the same time; specific actions for the inallipula
tion of the material. The material itself makes the child aware
wlien something has not been done correctly. Its intelligence is
then challenged to find a better Solution. In this way the ego

functions are differentiated. trained, and integrated without
strain. more or less playfully, while the child is stimulated to
perform meaningful acts.
This 1-ss,.possible because the material takes into account the inner

L'ds cf the child in the course of its development. It therefore
iias iIJI imviting character and an emotional appeal. It irouses the

ialtcrest off the child and stimulates it to activity as well as to
emicentration. The motto of Montessori education, derived from
the utteraince of a toddler ("I Iclp me to (10 it myself"). implies an
ackpowledIgnient of the child as a striving being with its own aims
and needs, 'Ilw latter are also indicated by what...we call sensitive
pehods.
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Social development. dealt with in Chapter 2. is one of the
fundamental characteristics of NIontessori education.
As far as teaching was concerned. Montessori believed that the
emphasis on the intellectual aspect of learning was largely wrong.
The role of the personality as a psychosomatic unity in the
karning process must be fully leknowledged. No passive absorp-

tion. but intelligent action is required. Leal iing is a dynamic
process in which the whole personality of the child must be
actively engaged. The Montessori material invites this. The
coordination of movements, the self-activity, and die freedom of
movement ni the classroom characteristic of NIontessori education are also applications of this principle.
In conclusion, it may be mentioned that a free choice of activity,
which confronts the child with alternatives and which therefore
teaches it to become independent. is a Nlontessori principle par
excellence. The formal, classical approach .to education excludes.

by definition. the posSibility of taking this fundamental aspect of
man's existence into accotmt. Imposing the saine task on an entire
group degrades an alternative to 'a necessity.

It is clear from this brief statement of the principles followed in
applying the Montessori method that they are consistent with the
principles of modern psychology. I..et us now examine the scientific
method employed in Nlontessori schools to see how it relates to
other methods employed in modern psychology. Nlethod is the
most important characteristic of all science. The only difference
between an unscientific opinion and a scientific judgment is that
the latter is based on method. I laving a method is essentially no
more than working in a systematic way. It is a kind of discipline, or
self-control, that consists of constantly querying whether and how
-far that which one asserts is really based oii experience or supported

by it. Experimentation is no doubt the most ideal method of
investigation in the empirical sciences. Its advantages are not
exceeded lw those of amm s. other method. Laboratory experimentation, howeYer, has practical limitations. That iS why Ways are songht
to retain the advantages of the experimental method in the

systematic study of phenomena which cannot be studied in the
laboratory. One of the most important ways of doing this is through

field experiments, where the field is a normal environment, for
example.a school. Even closer to everyday experience is so-called
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action-research in which a community (such as a school) cooperates

with experts in the research. program. These experts not only
investigate existing conditions. but seek to improve them. Such
research therefore has a normative character. Another method of
investigation outside of the laboratory is to make the observer or
researcher a member of the group under observation. The use of
this method ill psychoanalysis and in Montessori education was
discussed in Chapter I. However, making and recording observa-

tions, it should be remembered, is a very difficult task for most
people. If teachers are required to do this. it is important to give
considerable attention to such matters in their training. Otherwise,

the danger of mechanization and rigidity will be great. It

is

precisely because a scientific attitude requiring constant Observa-

tion is important that the Montessori method makes great demands on teachers wishing to apply it. All the scientific methods
described above are compatible with Montessori education, although there will be differences in the way- they are applied in
practice.

If we view the relationship between Montessori education and
modern psychology as a whole, the following can be observed: Until

World War II, applied Psychology was predominantly laboratory
psychology. Montessori education. which is based on an empirical
experiment with children in concrete life situations. could do very
little with it. As I have mentioned, Maria Montessori herself was so
struck by, and involved in what she called the discovery of the child
that she never felt the need to build up a theoretical system: It was

not theories that were important to her, but the child itself. The
revelations of its spontaneous behavior touched her so profoundly
that she devoted the rest of her life to acting on its behalf. Indeed
she referred to herself as an "ambassadress for the cause of the

child.Since World War 11 psychology has developed rapidly, and
there has been a growing interest in the concrete behavior of inan
in ordinary, everyday situations. Because of this, the divergence
between Montessori education a»d psychology has decreased, and a.

possibility of bridging the gap between them may well exist. I hope

that the thoughts presented here will be a spur to efforts in this
direction.
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NOTES
1. From a report in the daily paper De Dordtenaar (August 12, 1950),
p. 5. Requests for more details of this case from UNESCO and Vellard

have remained unanswered.
2.

See Theodora Kroeber, ISIil in Two Lr'orlds (Berkeley and Los.

Angeles: University of California Press, 1962).
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THE PSYCHOLOGICAL
VALUE OF WORK
IN SCHOOL

An endeavor to assess the psychological value of work in school
necessitates a 5unimary of both the psychological significance of
Maria Montessori's contribution to human knowledge and -work as
a human phenomenon.. These two main issues must in turn be
related to the educational situation. It will then be possible to
evaluate work within the schOol setting and, at the .same time, to
estimate the psychological merits of the Montessori approach and
traditional education as it is practiced today.
The driving force giving impetus and direction to Montessori's
thinking was a truly profound vision of man and his position in the
world. This vision was based on her conviction that when man
appear,A in the world a new species came into being. She called for
a new beginning in the study of ..child development based on this
conviction. ft wa!-.- her anthropological orientation that eventually
resultd in her "discovery" of the child. This discovery consisted of
a realization of the specific function of the child in the formation
of man .iad
itte link between generations in mankind's cultural
evolutions. The behavior patterns typical of the human species are
m

unt hereditaryonly the abilities to form them are. Man reaches
maturity only in his postnatal state, when he is already exposed to

environmental influences. The continuation of the embryonic
process that occurs after birth is of

psychological order because it

requires the active participation of the individual involved. The
47
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child has special powers that facilitate self-construction: an absorbent mind and sensitive periods. But it needs the help of adults.
Education has a fundamental role in the formation of man, and its
foremost aim should be to offer adequate aid and stimulation to
the intricate process of inner construction.
Of course, we all realize that whatever we are now, whatever we
can do, is the result of a previous period of development, and a
process of learning influenced by the education we have received.
Montessori, however, believed that a lack of education would not
merely restrict our ,. capabilities as adults bu ,. would, if extreme
enough, preclude the possibility of even becoming human beings.
Let us, for example, imagine a healthy normal baby separated from
its mother at birth and brought up with the best of foods ill an airconditioned, soundproof space with sufficioit hght and all other
material conditions mechaincally regulated in an optimal way but

empty of further: objects and human contacts. If such a being
remained alive through puberty, which in itself would be extremely

unlikely, it would not be a human being but merely a creature
resembling a human being. It would not be a question of its simply
having lost fifteen years of tutoring that it would have to make up.

It would actually possess none of the attributes we consider
essentially human and of which we are so proud. If such a luckless
crdature were admitted to society at maturity, it would not be able
to recover the ground it had lost. It would remain a misfit, however
long it might be kept alive, in spite of being given whatever it had
been deprived of during its isolation. It would, :of course, be too

cruel to prove this by all experiment. Humanity is often cruel,
however, and there have been nistances where children who were
deprived in one way or another lost forever certain faculties

inherent in human beings. A well-known lnstorical example is Dr.
Jean Itard's account of the "sauvage de r Aveyron," a wolf child

found in the voods shortly after the French Revolution. The
descriptiou of Dr. Itard's experiences with this child interested and
inspired Montessori long before she started her pedagogical work.
Let us now consider work as a human phenomenon. In one of
his relatively rare discufsions of work, Freud reniaisks, "After primal

man had discovered toat it lay in his own hands, literally, to
improve his lot on earth by working, it cannot have been a matter.
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of Mdifference to him Whether another man worked with him or
against him. The other man acquired the value for him of a fellow
worker, with whom it was useffil to live together.71. I should like to
add "and to achieve peaceful Coexistence and collaboration he
invented a language to communicate with him.- hi the quotation
above, which one .could easily beheve to have come from Montessori's writings, Freud defines the essence of work as a human
phenomenon. What he actually tells us is that man has a purpose
in life. This purpose is to improve his lot, which necessitates an
intrinsic relation between him and his environment. It also brings
him to discover that it is only through his own activity, namely by
using his intelligence and its tools, the hands, that he can change
his environment. .Work is a fundamental feature of the human
being as a species. and an adaptive. Cr ea t i v e, and social function par
excellence. Although its meaning, social role, and specific objectives
have chimged throughout the centuries and have differed from one

community to another, it.has always Maintained its position as one
of the main spheres of human behavior.
It is curious that relatively little has'been written about work as
a human phenomenon. Even in mOdern studies on the subject, the
ability to work, which may well be called a major human
phenomenon, Ims.received little attention. It has c% idently been
taken for granted. Psychologists have given much attention ta the
problem of work, and there is a vast literature on the subjeet, but
most of it concerns secondary aspects of the problem. ft does not
answer the question of why people work at all, or why they fail to
do so. Learning theory, which pretends tO give an answer, does so
only in terms of conditioning. hi reality, this is only one aspect of a

very complex phenomenon. It is also the less human one, for it
deals with that which man has in comMon, on the one hand, with
annuals and, on the other, with machines. Its failure to explain
adeqnately sonic of the crncial phenonwna in linimnis has finally.
engendered a promising reaction in the 'direction of a rehnmanization of psychology.

The contribution of. Professor Walter S. Neff of New York
University to an understanding of work and human behavior is of
special interest.2 this comprehensive.approach coincides in principle
with that of Montessori. As a clinical psychologist, he has worked
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closely for a number of years with people for whom work is a major
difficulty. Drawing on this experience, he has undertaken to study

work as a human phenonwnon from all relevant angles: He has
focused on the ability to work in its own right and also in relation
to .the general problems of the human personality. lie sees it,
therefore, in its true complexity. I fis definition of work coincides
witb the views expressed above in connection with Freud's remarks.
The latter, however, are in regard to 'work by adults, not the ability
to work as such, nor how it develops. Neff endeavors to investigate

this process. Ile sees the ability to work as an awect of the
development of the personalitV, . with which it is interrelated,
although it is eventually differentiated into a relatively autonomous

.sphere of behavior. Ile does not see it as limited to particular
.aptitndes and skills, but as adaptive and hence transactional. lie.
thereby acknowledges the different stages of development.
Neff suggests that the conditions for becoming a worker "may

be certain necessary kiads of experiences in earh and middle
childhood." This is interesting in connection with Montessori's
sensitive periods. (American psychologists refer to "critical periods."). I loWever. Neff's insight is not 'sufficient for him to overcome certain ingrained prejudices. It works to some extent with
regard to emotional influences, but there it stops.
ln Summarizing the coMponents of what he calls rhe work
personality. Neff states three conclusions: First, the general source
of the will to work is the precepts of society. The fact that society
expects an individual to play a productive role deterniines Ins
behavior, not inner promptings at various stages of development.
Second, the critical periods for the formation of the work personality are middle childhood and adolescence. Third, the compulsion
to work is initially entirely external to the organism, but it becomes
internalized to varying.degrees and in different. forms.
III enunciating these conclusions. Professor NetT tptally abandons. his original goal, which was to study the meaning of work in
general and to focus on the ability to work in light of the
elopmental proceSs. lii making the three points above, he has in
mind a special form of work: that of the adult. I le has evideutly
looked for the earliest period in childhood when such work occurs,
which is.

of course, when the child goes to school for formal
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instruction at approximately six years of age. Thus he sees this as

the first of the critical periods relevant te work. However, the
behavior patter!) of children at this stage results from an integration
of experiences related to critical periods in previous stages, during

which their ability to work was developed to the extent of
permitting them to attend school. If the compulsion to work is
initially entirely externalto the organism, what is the significance of

Neff's first critical 'period? Perhaps by then children have been
sufficiently manipulated and indoctrinated by adults, that they
conform to the precepts of society without protest!. In his
introduction, Neff writes. "One of our major concerns will be to
consider the manner in which a non-working child becomes a
working adult:: Apparently, this transformation is to be achieved

by molding it from the outside. We are back to the age-old
prejudice of adults who think that because a child functions in a
different way it is void of the qtialities one encounters in adults. In
actual fact, the child is building these qualities within itself, but in
its own way.

The 'concept of development is inconceivable without a goal.

"l'here must be something in a developing being to guide the
process from within. Everything that manifests itself as new in that

long.range process must be the reSult of a period of indirect
preparation. lf that preparation process- is a type of adaptation,
which must mit be confused with either adjustment or conformism.
then there must be something that drives the child.to shape its own
behavior pattc4ns to harmonfze with its environment. Otherwise it
would be like a circus animal .being drilled to perform in a way that
.was alien to it. Behaviorists may believe that this is the case, but I
do not. This kind of view, which is dominant in traditional
education, precludes the development of the kind of flexible work
behavior that is needed in the world. today.
Before psychoanalysis. it was believed that because the sexual
function in the adult form had its onset at puberty. infant sexuality
did not exist. Neff has adopted the same attitude in regard to work.
In reality its roots must be looked for in the very first crucial
formative period of the spiritual embryo. Some time ago. I was at a
wedding reception. The bridegroom's sister was helping to receive
guests, so she let her husband babysit with their oneTand-a-half-year-
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old boy. he father took up.a position with his back to one of those
stray tables where the food offered remains .»early u»touched. As

Ins httle bov was at the..age wheii :humans grab and eamine
whatever they can lav their hands on. his father kept him on Ins
arm so that he could not reach the objects on the table. From time
to time, the father gave the boy a cookie, but instead of cati»g it
lnmself, the child enjoyed pushing it in his father's mouth, As I do

not ninch like receptions and ani always fascinated by the
spontaneous reactions of young children. I parked myself behind
the father's back, facing the child mid hokhng a pretzel stick i» inY
mouth like a Cigarette. I wanted to see whether the child would do
the same thing with me as he had with his father. Ile looked, with
an intent, inquiring expression, first at my eyes. then at the stick in
niy mouth, the» agai» t my eves. Ile hesitated .as if he were
considering whether I was a friend or foe. Finally, the temptation
became irresistible. Very carefully, he stuck out his right index
finger and, with the precision of a scientist working in a laboratory,
he slowly brought his arm forward until the tip of his outstretched
finger contacted the end of the pretzel and gently pushed the stick
inside my month. Ilis.eyes watched me carefully to see when the
pretzel completely disappeared. When it .was gone. I took a new
one and the child began the whole performance again, but now
without any hesitmicy, fully: engrossed hi what it was doing. When
there w.ere not too many sticks left, let the same one reappear.
The child continued to repeat his pushing action with enormous
concentration tiiitl all of a sudden, he grabbed the stick out of iny
mouth and ate it' with a beaming face. Tlic cycle of activity was
completed. From a hVgienic.point .of view. it was most deplorable,
of course, hut as a manifestation of a huinan being in the act of
building within himself the ability to work, it was-toii precious to
I

stop.

What a perfect coordination of intelligence. perception, and
movement,.and what an intensity. of abSorption was demonstrated
in what to Neff would have been i senseless little gmne. rue, the
activity had no apparent purpose; it was performed for its own sake,
and it was thus play according to his definitions of work and phiy.
But it did have an unconscious purpose. It was not directed toward
mastering the outer environment, but toward the construction of
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what Montessori called "the organs of the mind." These mental
organs are formed by tliis kind of interaction between the inner and

outer world. the motivation for which collies from within. ThiS
motivation manifests itself through the sensitive periods. I lowever,
even after their conclusion. the urge to learn. to form one's own
personality. a(lapted to 1)00. one's individual potentialities and the
conditions of One's environment (and hence the ability to work).
accompanies the growing individual throughout the whole lengthy

period of youth. Specific sensitive periods end w.hen they have
performed their function or when the maturational limits within
which they can occur have been passed, but the intensive attraction
.

to the environment, the love for it, remains a basic attitude of the

growing individual. At least. it does rf it is not inhibited or
repressed by inner anxieties .or by restrictive measures or taboos
imposed by adults.

Education should take 'this intii consideration and use it as a
guide in structuring the pedagogical' situation. We have discussed
the fact that the task of educators is t D help growing human .beings
to develop. They can do so by offering children au enviroinnent

that stimulates their inner potentialities at different stages of.
development. The psychological value of work in school depends

on whether we succeed in doing tliis when we decide how to
organize a school: what to .include in the curriculum and which
method of instruction we should follow. The children themselves
should serve as our .ginde. Our snecess is determined bv their
responses. If they wOrk with concentration and pleasure. then we

have found the Fmk with that iinfer force which direefs their
development. If their spirit (a forbidden word in psychology!) is not

touched, they may comply with our demands for work: but the
psychological value of their work will be restricted to a more or less

inechanicl learning of teclmiques. This process does not involve
the total personality., and consequently has little formative value.
To illustrate this point. I sometimes use the case of a male
patient, twenty-eight years old, who came to me for psycliw.,.': 'tic
treatment. He complained of anxiety, crying bouts. depresskiii
an inability to work. Ile had not worked since leaving sec,..t;4;Ilry
school. IIis first breakdown took place at college. It was followed by
similar crises every time he tried a hew occupation. At last he gave
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up all attempts at working and began living a solitary, inactive life
in an attic. lie had lost:his father, whom he was very fond of, when
he was three Years old.:This death was followed by a sequence :of
traumatic events, including a move to a different country and a
change in the family's social status that disrupted his rather
paradisical world drastically. Ile tried to save himself from this

emotional wreckage by warding off reality, taking refuge in a
fantasy world. tlis attitude toward the outer world was one of
passive conformism. which actually covered up deep feelings of
rancor and superiority.

At the age of four, he was sent to a Montessori infant school.
where he felt completely at a loss. The freedom especially terrified
him. By allowing him independence and holding him responsible
for his own actions. the school challenged hini to leave the security
of his self-made prison. Ilis mode of existence was jeopardized, and
he felt paralyzed l le was then moved to a Dalton school where he

was given specc tasks and told niore or less how long he was
supposed to:work at them. The rest of the time he could work by
himself. unless he wished to ask something. lle managed to avoid
doing that as he was intelligent and did not need assistance. tie did
not mix with thc other pupils. but he appeared happy to be left in
peace. I le proVi to be .2, 'brilliant pupil throughout both elementary and high school, aryl his high marks indicated that he would
have an easy time at.college. Instead, he collapsed there.
yf cours('... lie had always.remained difficult at home. leading a
solitary life in his room, l le considered his schoolwork a tedious .
duty which he had to perform in order to keep exigent adults off his
back and be free to withdraw into an imaginary world where he
found, solace fOr his wounded ego in fantasies of grandeur.
I low ever, as long as his work at school was satisfactory. things went
reasonably well. !h., passed for a normal boy. although he was not.

It took seven years of analysis to restore his grip on reality and
enable him to find a nieaning in life again.

The Case of this patient was not verv unusual. A number of
students sent to ink by their university health UR' department for
counseling had very similar histories..Thev had achieved apparent
social adjustment by complynig dutifully with the requirements of.
the school's curriculum, without, however, taking part in school life
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proper, and they had deep-seated emotional problems that went
unnoticed. What is the psychological value of 'work in school in
these cases? Clearly, it is as a defense. Normal development has
stagnated at sonic stage, partly inhibiting the process of adaptation.

This neurosis, however, has not affected the ability to work,
because of the relative autonomy of this sphere of behavior. The
work demanded by schools is one-sided, focused only on certain
aspects .of intellectual functioning. Society puts so mudi value on
success in this quarter that it permits these individuals, through
confornnty, to build up a fake state of normality. However, when
they leave the Protected and artificial environment of the school,
they collapse, like hodionse plants exposed for the first time to the
hardships of a natural climate.
It is interesting to note in this connection that the psychological
importance of education for the formation of man in the different
stages of development, whether at school or elsewhere, is in reverse

proportion to the value usually accorded it by society. '1"his is
reflected clearly in the progressive level of training, social status,
and remuneration of the educators invoked: the domestic personnel caring for infants at home, the workers in child-care centers, the

teachers in preprimary, elementary, and secondary schools, and
finally, university professors at the top of the academic tree. Thanks

to the evergrowing specialization and mechanization of instruction, the latter really contribiite yery little to the formation of the
student's personality, and their role in this connection is on the
decline.

Let us now consider how the educational process resulting :tom'
the Montessori approach coincides %-ith pedagogical .psychology. In

a historical survey of the development of pedagogical psychology,
Professor Max II illebrand stresses the necessity of an anthropological orientation in both pedagogy and psychology for a fundamental
understanding of the human being. This is al, acknowledgment of

the basic thesis that "man as animal educandum is a .being that
without learning and education cannot become inan.-" Ile points
out that education cannot work without the concept of dispositions
(Montessori's potentialities). It aims at them as its result and effect.

Educators must find ways to reach the deeper layers of the
personality, permitting the dispositions to come into play. Professor
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I feinrich Roth, in -concluding a discussion on problems of educability, remarks that edt.cation must of necessity -appeal to the
grownig self-insight ancl auto-education. \Vhat is most
important is the reinforcement of the child's increasing. ability to
act independently in a responsible way.4
This may suffice to show that the Montessori approach to work
in the school corresponds to what is considered basic when

education is oriented triward the formation of man. Traditional
education in a classical setting, on the other hand, concerns itself
too exclusively with the transfer of knowledge, ignoring its respon,
sibility with regard to the inner development of personality.
NIontessori considered the ability to work to be an important

aspect of the independence of the individual throughout life. As
earle a% adolescence slw believed diat economic independence
based on one's °wit initiative was essential to a sense of well-being.

Succeeding In one's ou ii efforK she felt, and at the same time
being in contact with the reality of life that work represents,
enhances the personality. This is true all through adult life and into
old age. It is not the kind of work one devotes oneself to that is o!",.
most importance, lint the principle :of work itself.. "All work is

noble.- she wrote. -The only ignoble thing is to live without
working.- Intellectual work and mainial work are complementary
and "equally essential in a civilized .existence."!'
A society constructed without an av;areness of man's need for
work would be a haz.ardous one inde;-:d for man's future health.
lowever, it is not likely that such a society will eve; be built. It is
be done by machines that man may be
onlv the work that
reheved of, lie will stiu have the ability to work, and the inner urge
to do so, if it not nipped in the bud when he i% a child.
NIontessori gave a new orientation to work in school because
she realized its psychological value.:I hopefully, a sufficient number..
of educators will share tlns insight, and the.responsibility that goes
with

it, so that there will be real and lasting changes in the

educational approach of the future,

J
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/ MONTESSORI AND
THE PROCESS
OF EDUCATION

We shall now consider the process of education within the special
setting of the school. It should be clear from previous chapters that
school is only one aspect of the educational process in Montessori's
thinking. The Montessori approach is based on the r;;Yolutionary
idea that eduCation has an indispensable role in the formation of

man. Without some kind of interaction with a human being
whereby a minimum of cultural data is transmitted, a newborn
child cannot complete the basic development necessary to become

one of its species. This conception determines the ann and the
general principles of Montessori education.

This aim is to offer adequate .aid to the development of the
growing human being. Education starts at birth, and therefore
concerns parents as well as all other adults who take care of a

in the different milieus in wlnch it grows. It should be directed
toward the future and we shou7,d take into account the whok
continuum o growth in establishing its objc....tive. Also, to be
scientific, l.dveation must be based on a theory of-development.

last point. ss hich.mav seem self-evident, is in fact little
understood by educators even today, and is far from being applied
in any comprehensive way. The only American-made plan to do
this that I ha e come across is one by Professor Helena Miller of
Duquesne University) I find it promising because it is not an
outcome of simple theorizing. Rather, it has grown ont of twenty
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seven years of experience teaching "students of 'every age level,
from all strata of society. in every type- of school...
.The techinque used to educate children iiiiist be one of love. I

do no use the word in the sei.itimental sense, of course, but to
designate that most powerful of all emotions by wbich limnan
beings are attracted to and relaze to 'persons and obiects that gratify
their most fundamen tal needs. The p.iychomijvtic apilrc,acli to
education is basiAl on a
piincipl- and reachcs SiIIIdar
c.ouclujons. i'or example:
Good education follows Or: eVeIopnicu1 f the ehilo.
cmotiona; relatiialtiLin with the educaior ;.s the central aspect of
educati, ii, Esor:, thing that ben, fits benefits eduCation.
"lite child's cat.acity to tolerate tens,ont c.!a 'only be increased if
tensions never surpass what the child (ar. tii;;;
PrOgress from One phase of development t...) the next is optimal wlt:ii

there has been sufficient grAification: ;lot too much, not too

little.

A good educator should have a .005itU'e attitude towards the
instinctual life of the child, and ioiderstand its devdopmeutal
potential.
good edlica tor oilers the chili: material adapted to his develop,

went and at the- moment in time when he is most re.ply to

respond.
Secrets should he avoided in edncation.2

The ohject of education is an entity in the process of becoming
a human .being. Education should not focus on special functions,
faculties, or skills, but on the whole personality. Educational
plaimMg must be longitudinal, taking into account the continuity
as weli as the discontMuity of different maturational sequences.
Adults must stimulate and guide the spontaneous activity of.
.:iildren by offering them an environment that appeals to their urge
for self-realization. and by discouraging behavior that ma y. block it.
Respect for a child's personality and trust in its inner potentialities
are prerequisites to the establishment of an .adequate educational
alliance.

The dynamic- aspect of education stems from a recognition of
the child's relation to the world. Its open communication with the
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world is a fundamental factor in its development.. 'ibis gives the
cinicept of adaptatiOn a central position in the process of education. There is a two-way dynannsm involving exploration of and
adaptation to the miter world on the one hand, and insight into an
organization of the inner world on the other. These two aSpects of
education -are interlinked. and result from the spontaiwous activity
of the clnld in its environment. Adults are the representatives of
the outer world and the most important source of information and
guidance for the child. Older children also play an important role in
this connection.

The situational aspect of education involves the prepared
environment. Man is not born with preestablished behavior patterns but with the ability to fOrm them dnring youth. Ile does this
thimigh Ins personal experiences in his interaction with the
environment. These experiences are internalized. and thus structure his inner world.
The ego .functions. including intelligence. are developed in this
way. Intellectual growth "depends upon internahzing events into a
'storage system' that corresponds 'to the environment. It is this

system that makes possible the child's increasing abihty to go
beyond f4.--t: information encountered on a single occasion. Ile-does

this by nraking predictions and extrapolations from his stored
modd of the world." 3 NIontessori's term for this "storage system"
is the absorbent mind.
.This is a very important issue, oftcn disregarded or nisun-

derstood. It is of the utmoSt relevance in deciding what type of

assistance is the inost adequate in connection with intellectual
growth. It is a common misconception that children, being so
inexperienced and incapable of dealing with abstractions, should be
offered an introduction to the world in sections chosen by an adult
and made to size, starting with pieces of their immediate environ,
inent and progressing in ever.expanding circles to more distant and
complex situations.

If this kind of approach is followed, young adults, who are
supposed to be ready to start functienin:c :tidependently in the
world, will 'have a ver, restricted, Iiaphird, and arbitrary knowledge of it at their .disposal. Unfortunately, this is often the case.

However, this presumed modd of education does tIqt corre-
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%pond with the actual wav in which children can be (:i..,served to
acquire knowledge. Young chddren learn a mass of thnigs withont
any pa:Jiyular form of teaching By the age of three or folic, they
have aireadv formed the basic patterns of their personality. I'ley
are therefore prepared to take
Inajor .step toward further
independence lw entering a new unlieu, that of school. Nolmdy
has, up to this point, separated and reduced sections Of the world
for them to digest. They have been confronted from an early age
with the.w:N.Id ;it large ;.nd their "qorage vst:ms- arc well stocked.
What Cie,. ;oter,,dize at any given time :s never: entirely. new..
There 11:1. m n a previous internal and indr,eet preparation for it.
The cho,...! of what is internalized and the different activities

involved are deterinimd by a child fro,,. within. Nobody would
know how to teach it laiti.igc, for cnaniple. Ilow could anyone
show it how to select. ont of all tb. sounds in its ,.aviromnent,
those of language, or how to exercise the organs of sNech and
reproduce sounds in order to express itself. ihe child does this, and
indeed much more, on its own. Ili
w.ly ..it- must be offered what
is necessary or useful for it and then left free to function

independently. Maria Montessori originally used the term "autoeducatnin- to designate this process.
lany aspects of pcismiality can be tested,and some predictions
can be made; butt no one can predict what the destiny of aii y. one
indivklual will be. The only thing we caii do is offer every child the

opportuili Y. to develop according to its own potentialities, and to
acquire new perspectives that will facilitate its exploration 1111d.
internalization of the cultural world aronnd it. This is the purpose
of the prepared environment, including the Montessori materials.
Any application of Nlontessori education derives its meaning
from these general principles.To see lmw it can contribute to the
mainstreain of innovation with respect to educational .process in
the school . setting, I have chos;:n relevant sections of Jerome.
Bruner's brilliant report on the \Voods I lole conference as focal
points for discussion.

This conferenee, which was held On Cape Cod in 1939,

was

called by the National Academy of Science. Sonic thirty-five
renowned scientiqs, scholars, and 'educators participated in the
discussions on the problems of modern education. Bruner, who was
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chairman of the conference, published _his report under the title
The Process of Education.4 I shall not follow the same sequence of
topics in comparing my views with those described by Bruner, but
the headings are the same: and indicate the portion of the book to
which they refer.

Readiness for Learning
Under this heading the hypothesis is presented that any subject
can be mught effectively in sonic intellectually honest form to any
child at any stage of development. It is called a bold hypothesis,
although no evidence exists, it is stated, to contradict it, and much
has been amassed that suppoits it. It was certainly a bold
hypothesis when Montessori started to test it in 1907, and the
world was startled by the results she obtained. Since then, her
Original experiment has i. ecn repeated and elaborated upon in
schools the world over. When the right methods 'are used, one still
Sees the same results. I kr thesis, therefore, should not really be

called a hypothesis any more, bold or otherwise. However, it is
.certainly a hopeful sign-that scientists have started to take it
seriously at last.

If one asks oneself why it has taken so long for this to happen,
the only possible answer is that there is evidently a prejudice in the
realm of pedagogy and developmental psychology with regard to
the young child. This has so far prevented any widespread scientific

consideration of what can be observed with convincing clarity in
Montessori schools.

The existence of a biased attitude within this realm of science

.was confirmed by J. McVicker Llunt in a treatise called -The
Psychological Basis for Using Pre-School EnriChment as an Anti-

dote for Cultural Deprivation."5. In it, he outlined six "beliefsdominating the thinldng of psychological theoreticians until the
mid-I960s that led to biased conclusions. One of these beliefs was
that preschool children have not reached the level of maturation
necessary to understand certain fundamental ideas required for a

specific type of operational thinking. Any attempt to stimulate
such operational thinking was regarded as overburdeiiing'the child
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intellectually. generating frustrations that would inhibit .intellectual performance later. Progressive education .consequently overemphasized the importance of freedom, fantasy, "creativity," and
sellexpression.

These are of vital importance to the child, but they must be
integrated into a comprehensive.setting where other aspects of the

personality, particularly intellectual growth, are also taken into
account. If this growJi is ignored. children's fundamental needs are
neglected. Psychoanalytic 'experience shows that this tends to foster

aggressive behavior. Frustrations are simply displaced from one
realm of psychic functioning to another, from the emotional to the
cognitive sphere.

It is not clear to me why it is so difficult to accept that. if
:maturation is sufficient to permit what Piaget calls "concrete
operations" it call only be thanks to an inner development that has
been going on in the preceding period. It is particularly puzzling if

one knows that 'the child has developed a quantity of functions
pertinent to intelligence in that'period. Nothing conies out of the
Hue in a developmental process. In .addition, what is acquired in
the first six years of life in terms of learning becomes a characteristic. forming part and parcel of the personality set-up. as both
Nloutessori education and, psychoznialysis have demonstrated.
Although Bruner does not preclude the ..i.:ossibility of instructing

younger children, he seems inclined to share the position of the
Geneva s-ekool, which does not endeavor to 'do so because their
investigation has shown that the "preoperational" child
e., the
preschool child) lacks the concept of reversibility.6 As this concept
is basic to understanding fundamental ideas underlying mathematics 'and physics. it would be useless to try introducing these
subjects at that stage. Bruner remarks that teachers are in general

severely limited in transmitting concepts to a "preoperational"
child, even in a highly intuitive maimer.

Both statements may be true, but I have some objections to
make_ The Geneva school rightly describes the mental develop-

ment of the preschool child as being resultant of the .child's
manipulatnig the world through action. My point is that this
manipulation is evidently :inessary to obtain the experience from
which the first conceptual iOinking eventually emerges. It does not
happen without previous indirect preparation.

Nhmtessori and the Process of. Education.
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This is one of the fundamental discoveries of Maria .Montessori.
ft is to her .credif that she-devised a means of introducing highly
abstract conCepts in a concrete way so that children could explore

them at this early stage. This means is the already mentioned
"materialized abstractions,- materials that isolate a general princi-

ple or concept. A child manipidates them, performing actions
(which it loves), and in the meantime, through this sensomotoric
experience, gets acquainted with the principle or concept involved.
It is also taught the terms that go with it. This experience quickens
its progress toward the next stage, that of "operational .thinking.-

The Geneva School
It is particularly bewildering to me that the later developments
in Montessori education have been ignOred by the Geneva sdiool.

jean Piaget, the grand old man of this school. knew Maria
Nlontessori very well and was, in fact, presklent of the Swiss
.Montessori. Society in the 1930s. Ile worked along very much the
same lines as Montessori; basing his thinking on direct observation
of the behavior of children, and taking into account the sequences
of development he observed and the .interaction with the enviroir
jnent (albeit emphasizing in my opinion a bit too much the role of
the hitter).
1 believe this overemphasis is related to the two things I find

fault with in his otherwise N.ery impressive contribution. Hrst,
Piaget seems to identify what is outwardly observable in the child's
.behavior or what it verbalizes, with that which takes place in its
inner world. This is a mistake made lw many other behavioral
scientists. and is, in my opinion. the result of an unfortunate
prejudice.
To give a simple example, most adults have not cultivated their

artistic potential fo the extent that they are able to draw an
accurate and realistic picture of another person whom they know
very well. Nonetheless. I am quite certain that they have such a
picture in their own minds. There is clearly, then, a gap between
what is in the mind and what can be expressed. This is particularly
true in learning proCesses, when one is dealing with something
previously unknown. First, there is a pas!ive acquisition of the new
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information. This is assimilated. but it is not yet internalized. Only
when data becomes part of a person IS he Ade to.aetively useit.
In the case of development. the process is even longer. Here.
there is first an unconscious 'acquisition of information which
.eorresponds to a particular function that is to be formed at a given
stage of niaturation. We can, therefore. be_certain that a child's
first primitive drawings of people are not the same as the image of
human beings in its mind. (I have iii mind the well.known drawing
of a kuld of egg %yith four sticks sticking out of it designating arms
and Irgs. each with five stripes bir fingers and toes, and a smaller egg

for the face. with rudimentary signs to in(iicate the eves, nose.
mouth..and hairs.)

What has happened is that the child has perceived :r great
quantify of people. It has elaborated its impressions of them to the
extent that it can reduce them to a scheme common to all, which
reflects their essence, as it were..This rudimentary drawing is the
result of an abstraction. It has taken place unconsciously, that is
true. Ina it has neyertheless taken place. l'he product cannot be
used to judge the capacity of the child's 'Mind for abstraction.
Something can be learned from it about the'way in which this inner

is manifested in observable behavior. but this is not the
same tling. The child's capacity for sensory dir.uimination. the
(ILhilmtv -If its perception of reality, its sense ot proportions, its
aetivit%

artistic evaluation 'of pietoral representations in general. cannot be
determined from what it has drawn. Yet this is what Piaget tends to
do with the material he assembles from his observations.

ly second objection to Piaget is that he then proceeds to
interpret and categorize this material using standards of adult
logic.s The system is perfect, but the image of the child thSt results
from it is distorted. In one Of her writings." Montessori discusses
the results of judging the newborn child morphologically by adult
.standards. From, this standpoint... it is :I monster. She also pointed

ont how painters in the Middle Ages and later. not yet being
conscious of the morphological differences between adults and
children, gave children the proportions of adults, so that they
resembled dwarfs. These painters were very skilled in perceiving
and reproducing reality. However, their prejudice regarding what
children were like prevented them from representing children as
they really were.
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I believe that something similar occurs in Piaget's psychology,
and that it is the reason he overlooked the fundamental discover>,
of .Montessori mentioned above. have discussed this matter at
length because I alll convinced:that no real progress can be made in
the study of intellectual growth if this a priori attitude prevails.
The view of the child as an imperfect adult is' based on prejudice,
'and only if this prejudice is rooted out can unbiased:research on
Iniman development be done..It.is particularly important that this
be done now that scientists of Bruner's stature have, at last, paved
I

the wav for an approach to education based on this kind of
resea rch.

We can already predict, from Montessori's experience, some of
the phenomena that unprejudiced researchers will encounter with

regard to the readiness for learning of the preschool child in a
prepared enviromnent. For example, children have an inner need to
learn. If they receive adequate help, they respond to this need with

an astounding intensity of involvement and concentration on a
given task, and, what is inure, they perform the task fully. They
derive satisfaction from their own activitY, which is highly meaning-

ful to them, not from the teacher's appreciation of their work or
grades. The acquisition of information is felt to be a discovery. The

formation of a new function is experienced as a conquest. 'Hie
children's egos are, strengthened, and they develop a love .of work
and a respect for the environmilit that offers them the sources of
the satisfaction described above.
This is, in my opinion, of particular importance in our time. If

laiman dignity and oy in living are not to be smothered by the
Industrial Age, the true value of work as an aspect of man's
creativity and cosmic task must be restored. This is only possible if

education takes into consideration the earliest ro6ts of work, the
activities related to the inner construction of the personality, and
not Anerely directed toWard an external goal. It is frommi this source
that the child gets its motivation to learn, and it is a strong one..

Teaching has a developmental function only if it corresponds to
this.motivation.
The child's own response is the best guide in this respect. If it is
one of interest and concentration, then one is on the right track. I

am, of course, speaking of children who have gone through the
process of normalization. On this foundation a curriculum Can
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indeed be built around the great issues, principles, and valuesthat a
society deems worthy of the continual concern of its members. This
can be accomplished even on the preprimary level, as Montessori.
education has demonstrated with a great deal of success.

The Importance of Structure
In discussing the function of learning to serve the future,
Bruner points to the distinction made by psychologists between
learning as a transfer of specific training (the utility of which is
limited in the main to skills) and learning as a transfer of principles
and attitudes that involves the continual broadening and deepening of knowledge in terms of basic and general ideas. He rightly
states that this second type of transfer is at the . heart of the
educational process. He also states that a great deal of research is
needed to know what it takes to produce this kind of learning but

that "it would seem that an important ingredient is a sense of
excitement about discoveryof regularities, of previously unrecognized relations and .similarities between ideas, [and the] resulting
sense .of self-confidence in one's abilities."0 I believe that Montessori education can serve as a focal point for much of thiS.
research.
I have already explained

the function of the Montessori

material. However, I wish here to connect it with the concept of a
tranSfer of principles and attitudes just mentioned. This is an .area
even Montessori-trained teachers sometimes find difficult to understand. The role of the .Montessori material is not to present all
knowledge in concrete form. That would be too difficult for a child

to understand from verbal instructions only. Nor is it to break
down a complex thing into its elements. If tbat were the case, it
would only serve the more limited goal of karning in the sense of a
specific transfer of training.
Teachers who think of the Montessori material in this way still

have in mind .the old conception of school education. Consequently, they find the Montessori material too limited and proceed
to "improve" matters by flooding the classroom with quantities .of
additional material. I can testify from my own experience to what
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extremes of monklike devotion and patience these misguided..
Montessori teachers ean go. What time and money they are willing
to spend to produce this mass of most attractive-looking ballast!
And how proud they are of it..
It places one in a most uncomfortable Position. It is hard to
react adequately when a loyal puppy jumps into our sitting room to
deposit a dead sparrow it has gone to great lengths to catch for us.
It looks at us with tail wagging. full of expectation. waiting for its
reward. Still, a dead sparrow is what it has brought us. Psychologically speaking, What these teachers actually do is destroy the true
function of the Montessori material.
The material iS intended to facilitate a transfer of nonspecific
knowledge, that of a general idea or principle that can later be used
as a basis for recognizing special cases or applications of it.
Montessori material should be developmental. It should be limited
to essentials, and should be constructed so that a particular general
idea or principle is isolated. The children then become conscious of
this idea or principle by handling the material in the way they are
instrated. The built-in controls of error show them when they are
wrong. The insight they gain into the underlying general principle
or idea is felt as a personal discovery. They are fascinated by it and

will repeat an exercise time and again with great concentration
'until they have fully absorbed the principle or concept it illustrates.
The subsequent applications of what is learned in this way may
be limitless. And, as Bruner writes, "The best way to create interest
in a subject is to render it worth knowing, which means to make the
knowledge gained usable in one's thinking beyond the situation in

which the learning has occurred." " Educational material should
facilitate this kind of learning. Classrooms should not be clnttered

with :other material that distracts the child. For example,

if

smelling bottles were specifically for the development of smelling as
,a skill, one might well want to have dozens and dozens of different
fragrances all bottled and ready for matching. Our young students

would soon be connoisseurs of odors. !however, thc purpose of
smelling bottles is not a knowledge of odors, but an awakening of
the sense of smell, since the intellect is built upon the alertness of
the senses. A few bottles suffice for this purpose. A huge quantity
would not only be confusing, but would result in overkill.
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Intuitive and Analytic Thinking
In stressing the importance of i student's intuitive. rather than
formal. understanding of subjects. Bruner advises that we should
distinguish between inarticulate genius and articulate idiocy, l le
maintains that the emphasis of much of traditional schooling and
traditional types of examinations leads to the latter. Students eau
reproduce verbal ownumerical formulas. but they have no ability to
use them in a meaningful way. Bruner suggests that intuitive
thinking should complement analytic thinking. and that curriculums should be planned accordingly. *The objective of education.he pointsont. "is not the production of,self-eonfident fools.- 12
I fully agree. I should like to stress in this connection that
curriculums should not he planned in such a ma»ner that each
subject is treated.as a separate entity. disconnected from everything
else. :V a tnne when ecology was still :I fairly unknown branch of

science. Montessori proposed to introduce it as a vehicle for the
coordination of different sobjects and as a model to be adopted in

other fields of instruction. In this way, the interrelatedness of
natural phenomena would become apparent to the children.
Furthermore. thinking would be combined with action and experimentation. so that not onIN the mind but the whole personality of
the child would be involved.

Aids to Teaching,
With regard to the use of technical devices other than the
Montessori material (such as films, tapes. an(h television) as aids to

teaching, we call, ill the main, adhere to Bruner's conclusion that
"the teacher's task as communicator. model. and 'identification
figure can be supported by a wise use of a variety of devices that
expand eXperience, clarify it. and give it personal significance.- "1
Such devices must. however. fit in with the- general approach
described at the beginning of this chapter in order to serve their
purpose. This cannot be stressed sufficiently.

This means that whatever the teacher brings into the environ-
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went auht have ..1 definite purpose, and it muSt have a definite
purpose for individual children. 'Hie teacher determines this
purpose from observing the 'children. It is 'wise to remember that a

materia! ahled to the environment is stimulating to a child. If it
has always been there, it becomes part of the scenery and is not
nbticed. What is not in use should be removed. no matter how
professioiral it makes the Cnvironnicnt .appear. Classrooms where

tlfis principk is not observed sometimes look like they should bc
captioned "IBM for Children.- Another principk to remember is
that it is .the adult.who has a purposern bringing material into the
classroom. The children are not .aware of this purpose. This lack of
awareness is what leads them to feel that tht:v are in fact teaching
themselves. "I just taught myself- is a phrase that is often heard in
a good classroom. If the opposite is true. if the children feel it is the
material that is doing the teaching. its presence iii the enviromnent
is suspect.

Motives for Learning
Although this topic has alreatb been discuswd. I would like to

conclude by quoting once more from Bruner's remarks ou the
subject, for they indicate- what NIonteSsori's contribution to
contemporar education can be. "NIotives for learning.'" he wr;tes.
must be kept from goMg passive in all age of spectaf-orship. they
must be based as much as possible 'upon Cie arousal of interest
what there is to be learned, :Ind they must be kept broad and dive,:w
ii expresvion. The danger signs
meritocracy and a ne form of
conpetitieness are already in oidenee. Alremly it is possible to sec
here advancv planning can help. Such planning. and the researdi to
support It. should he gien prionty.11

lontessori education not only works alOng the lines proposed
in Bruner's report, but it makes certain contributions that .are more
far-reaching. Therefore, I suggest that the research proposed in The
Pmcess of .%ducaticm should certainly include a serious study of
NIontessori education and its application in the school.
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When we consider mankind as a whole; it scents apparent that it
does not adapt easily to changes, even thi)se it has brought about
itself. Yet. man is proud of h., free will, his freedom of choice. and
his independence. lie also has a grear.er capacity for :idly lion
than animals, as well as greater intelligence, which enables Lill' to
learn through .oiperience. In practice, however, this is not so
evident. Egocentricity, intolerance, prejudice, stubbornness, liar.Avinindedness. conformism, and intellectual and Moral confusion
are rampant the world over.
This state of affairs. in L.ombioation with the.steadily accelerating technical progr.,..: ...nd the growing population com,ntration
new .industrial areas, is certainly not favorable to a .harmonious
development of the personality. The struggle for life is clearly
im

aggravated, and the tensions in interpersonal relationships have
incteased. Automation of labor is accompanied by ever-increasing
specialization, which tends to preclude an overall view of the field
one is working in. Tbe individual pursues innnediately attainable
goals. Dedication to work is eroded by the .lure of wages. which
then become an end in themselves. Competition increases, and
ielationships become more superficial and casual. Bureaucracy
increasingly restricts personal freedom, and man becomes a mere
digit. This diminishes his se:'se of responsibility toward the
community and its political st-nctures. He becomes ;ncreasingly
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Survival as a person in this turbulent and e% er-changing world is

so difficult that even man's capacitv to love and give of hiniself
seems to give way before the cravnig for power. opportunism, and
.

hypocrisy. 'I 'he old values aud institutionalized ptterns of beluivior
no longer provide' ;idequate norms. Yet they .are still clung to. and
JN a result there. is growing discrepancy- between eonscions and
unconscUms motivations.
Iii IQ-16, in a lecture cmisidered impressive at the time_ though

now perhaps bagel% forgotten. Maria Nlontessori described the
inwasse rim\ threatening mankind) ..She_pointed .out that we.are
!Min; in a new world. a \, lrld constructed .with wonderful rapidity
in the past century throm.;11 the cooperation of intelligent men and
witli the help of machines. This world was not consciously willed by
man. I le was, in fact. surprised by it. Neverthdess. humanity is now

united bv common interests. and ik home is no longer a specific
iution, but the whole 'planet. Formerly. the unity of men was only
'an ideal. 'Now, exterior developments .are creating a real unity of
'material 1:iterests. ami thus la . ing the groundwork for the realization of that spiritual nleal.
I low ever, this surprising acInevement does not seem to us to be
tritimph. It seems. rather..to be an awesome menace because
man's developnwnt luis tot kept pm- with his technological progress. Ntin is not cons; i,tns of his changed positioit in the world
around him and therefore continues to cherish all the prejudices
ingrained in his soul during the course of history.
The ,need to help man towdrd a new eonsciousness of, and a
new itlaptation ti . t:A.b world in which he lives, is evident. In our
time. 1111111. %%nether t.onqueror or conquered, is the slave of his own

environment. Seldom, if ever before, has he reached cucli
extrenie of impotence. We are all. today, living in insecurity :Aid
fear. We are in bondage. even though we, are not willing to Jmt

it. and therefore repeat 'the stereotyped refrain that we ate lo;
freedom and independence. Real freedom will only 'lw poss;ble
w hen the balance between man and his environment has bcen
restored: in other words, when man has dcveli,ped new values ;Aid
has a more complete mastery of his enviromnent. Only then will l?L
be able to break his self-lnadc and useless bor Is and develop a firm
orientation in the new circumstances of his world.
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Montessori presented these ideas in 1946. "loday, it is all too
evident how difficult it is for adults to change their views. let alone
alter their .way of life. ft is only lieu one studies 111311's
deveLoment that his capacity for adaptation and the Flexibility of
hii iuHd become apparent. Children have special Potentialities
that enable them, through interaction with their .environment, to.
self.realization. They do th. . first, by becoming one with
their immediate euviromnent. This unity enables them to achieve
fre.:(low within their world as adults. Ilie basic patterns of their
behaviOr and their basic_
'.tudes toward themselves, other pcople,
and their environment are all determined in this early period. lii

Nlontessori's words,
Because Mail is born 'in different periods of histor>. to which he
alssavs has to adapt himself, it is imperative that his being must fist

of all receive and collect, until the foundation is laid for every
specific adaptation to the specific enviromnent of that historical
moment in whicb he %kas born. Thus, the first year of lift. Ippear) as a

period of exceptional activity in which the whole environment is
absorbed by the psyche..ln the second year..the child approaches its
phYsical completion: its movements beconie determinate. This

proves plainly how. in accordance with the natural pattern of
development. the mos ements are determined by the psychic life:2

losiever, children need- the guidance of adults as Well: their
development -into independent and mature personalities depends

on their further education. It

-s

a mistake to think that this .

development will happen of its :Avn accord..or that the personality
traits considered necessary for ,wcIl-adjusttid behavior within a
Community, conic: into being tuil dialing adolescence. A lone and
indir...ct process of preparation is neeessary before thesv trait,

become manifest. Personal e,.periences durine early childhood
determine the role they play in the mature personality. as well as
how they are expressed.

Because the basic patterns of human behavior are not determined I)y heredity, as in the case of animals, children must build
these up through their ov activities. From
bitinning, they
strw: to achieve their personal aims, but they are dependent for
their realization on the possibilities provided by their environu
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Reality imposes restrictions on what can be accouiuplusliti, educa
tors posit norms, soeial life prescribes specific rules of conduct,
society expects various skills and knowledge of its memhers, and
their own bodies have their demands.
Further, the Pattern of development inherent in the formation

of Mall and which intrinsically guides the in;iHdual toward
maturity, inuSt he considered. This is manifested
the form of
nmer needs, differing according to the level of maturation, that
direct the.personality toward specific objects, activities, and experi-

ences necessary for healthy development and. adaptation, These
needs serve td maintain the balance between the psychosomatic
unity of the person and his environment.
Professor A. A. Schneiders of Boston College calls all physiologi-

cal and psychological inner needs of this kind the intrinsically
determnied motivating factors of human behavior. Ile also points
,ont their fundameitial importance to the harmonious development
of personalitv.3 The fac that so many different factors phiy a part
in the development ot the personality precludes the prevention of
conflicts. This is not in itself harmful, ptovided solutions are sought
that lead to a further integration and enlargement of consciousness.
Here, the aid of education is indispensable. For example, the
striving for independence is a fandanwntal characteristic of man
that manifest,, .tself fronu early youth on, provided a. child feek
sufficiently secnre. If too much, or too little, is asked
children in
this respect, they make no attempt.at independence. Their physical
growth may continue, but as persons they remain dependent and
uncertain, even as adults.
In a paper reat.1 some years ago to teachers of secondary schools,

discissed another aspect of this probleMthe emergence of gangs
and juvenile delinquency among teenagers who are left to their own
devices as they advance toward independence. Neither their
parents nor .their schools seem to be able -to give them the aid
necessary .6.)i' them to orient themSelves in their world.4 Some Years,
ago, J. Edgar Hoover, the late head of the F.B.I., called the

increasing number of juvenile delinquents dangerous to the futnre
of the country. More recently, a .report was published in England

dealing with the increasing amount of venereal disease among
teenagers and pinpointing the laxness and indifference of parents
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regarding the education of their children as a co-determining
factor.

Fite attitude of parents toss ard their children in early youth. as
well as during puberty. is unquestionably .4 very important factor in

determining their
athtude toward: themselves and their
fellow human beings:Ile first phase of life is of special importance
because it is then that the development of personality rkes place

in the unconscious and provides the basis on which further
individuation ,taks place.
These insii;lits . come from the pioneering stork of Sigmund
Freud, whose theory of personality inav be regarded as the most
influential and icomprehensive to date. Psychoanalysis has brought
to light fuudainental and .previously unknown features of human
develop: ;emit, and thus contributed considerably toward a better
understanding of the unconscious dynamics inherent in the genesis
of personality. The model constructed froin it indicates both the

continuity and the successive variety of the basic pattern of
development. At the %WIC' trine, it takes .into account the psychological as well as the biological and sociological detenninants of
behavior. Psychoanalysis has not only establish: %.:d the influence of

the infantile situation in the formation of character. It has also
shown how obstinately the patterns of adaptation established at
this early stage persist in the adult personality. even if they prove
inadequate to cope with the adult's life situation.
The decisive role of infantile experiences and en :itional reae-.
tions has been demonStrated again and again. It is, rt present,
accepted in the majority of the theories of personality, though

there are sharp differences of opinion about the nature and
interpretation of findings. The .following views are quite generally

accepted: One, the way in which a child experiences different
methods of education and infant care has a lasting effect on its
personality. Two, the feeling of insecurity and feir experienced by a
baby when its need for food.- comfort, security, or love is too
strongly or abruptly frustrated has un especially unfavorable effect.

It may result in a deeply ingrained attitude of distrust .of other
people and the world in general. Three, still more important is the
parent-child relationship during the whole period of development,
particularly the first three years.
.

.
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mild like to discuss sonic of the most cOminon problems
in

regard and their consequences for the adult personality.

Rejection of children may lead to uncertainty and
selidecaluation,
often accompanied lw hostility, rebelliousness, or other negative

beh:ulor. or else to apath and indifference in adult life. Their

abilit to gike and receive love ss ill always bc problematic. Maternal

overprotection, if indulgent, mav lead to egoism, egocentricity,
irresponsibility, and a reduced tolerance of frustration:. if
dominating, it nia lead to mtbmissiseness, awkwardness, a lack of initiative,
and passive dependence lithoth eases, a heightened. ambialence
in ielationships with the opposite sex is to be expected. Too strict
.seipline ma% stimulate .1 basic attitude either of conformism
or of
rebellion. Inconsistent or inAdequate
discipline may weaken a
person's self-control and alnlitv to reach decisions or confront
normal difficulties. An anthoi itarian and intolerant attitude on IA ie

part of parents with regard to the behavior of their children

generally ncicases feelings of guilt and conflicts of conscience, and
there is a high probability that the children will develop
into rigid
personalities. 'Hie generally accepted theories of personality also
take into account family relationships, the position of
the child in
the fandl% siblina rivalry, and the educational situation
in general,
all
'of YkYinCli

persiality.5

are held

to influence the doclopment of the

Nlanv more examples could be given of the fact that
modern
psychology tcg,ads the adequate gratification of inner needs as
indispensable to the optimal development of the personality.
Fhese needs are not Only for food, rest, and affection, but also for
stimulation, self-development. exploration. independence, and
respimsibihtv. There may be a difki,nce of opinion about
the
way
in
which
gratification should conic about, but its necessitA for
healthy ,levelopment is accepted lw all.
'Ito ,e views are wholly in accordance with Montessori
principles. It would seem useful, then, for other educators to study
these
principles, regardless of eventual differences of opinion about
their
practical applications. The method is not in itself of particular
importance. What is essential is the realization that
education
play.s a fundamental role in the development of the perminality. It
it esscioial to give form. Content, and
direction to personal
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existence. "l'his function of education can only be realized to a
significant extent if educators are guided by the knowledge of the
inner needs determining human development and the influence of
unconscious education is taken into account.
In our time, especially in view of the neeessity for 'Collaborating
in- our construction of a peaceful nuclear age, we may not disregard
our responsibility to educate our children properly. It is not an Casl'

task, but one we must attempt: Although we live in a world of
contradictions, it is, nevertheless, rapidly becoming a common
world. As a result, we become involved in an ever-increasing
number of social contests as we conic into contact with views,
.

.

customs, ways of life, and Values that differ from our own. I low can
.

young people orient themselves in a world where they are being
overwhelmed by incoherent i:npressions, artificial stimuli, threats of

war, materialistic philosophies, and double standards of morals;
when they are N turroLIiidccl lw adults who often do not under5tand
theni because they themSelves cannot adjust to too rapid changes,

%Cho are too busy to be bothered, or whe only empliasim the
innnatmity of the Young without providing any constructive isions;
to guide them; when their most obvious sources of inspiration are
television and the bizarre products of industries specializing in the

juvenile market and anvaling to the most superficial aspects of
their still unstable selvcs7

It is not surprising that, on the threshold of adulthood, young
people tend to shrink from responsible participation in this
apparently chaotic realit, that they take refuge in a world of their
own making, . one. that reflects their inexperkike, their labile
emotional life, and their immaturity. I'here is something demonstrative, even defiant, about this phenomenon, as if the young
llonkl like to say, "If you can't.be bothered about us, we will assert
ourselves in our own way.-7Iiiis often takes the form of a forced

attempt at adulthood. even to bringing into the world children
whom they are totally incapable of ri,ising. In this way, they add to
the increasing mimber of unbalanced people in our culture..

We have no right to dissociate ourselves from these phenomena, from "the youth of today." 'Hie difference between them
and us resides not in their youth itself, but in the circumstances in
which the% are growing up. We. the adults, are responsible for these
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circumstances, and hence for their consequences. It is our duty to
look for the means that will enable the adults of tomorrow to live
in peace with themselves and their world.
Education will, in any case, have to devote itself' to the
development of world citizens. The conception of -cosmic educa-

tion," which Montessori introduced on the occasion of the
International Montessori Conference in Amsterdam in 1950, and
which is discussed in Chapter 8, was intended as a contribution in
this direction.
Thc idea found no .acceptance then. Apparentk, the tnne was
'bOrripe' for such. a-reform, Perhaps the. present World Situation is
more.conducive to it. The interdePendence of nations is constantly
increasing. The prospefity and adversity of one is reflected in the

others, and the necessity of accepting the idea of a world
commilmtv has become more obvious.
Those who are aware of this should give the coining generation

both a vision of the common destiny of humanity and a inure
adequate preparation for actiVe cooperation to further connnon
interests. We have already shOwn that adults do not e'asily change
fneir accustomed views and tha't man has been nnable to keep pace
with the too-rapid changes brought about by his own inventions.

Only a minority are mature enough to use these inventions
constructiveh. In general. our situation can be compared with that
of an unbalanced child in possession of a loaded gim. 11.1 his pursuit
of progress, man has ignored his own development.-

Maria Mow sor said on this subject that -Mall- has not yet
built the samf ;piritnal .defences which hygiene presiribes for the
body; no scientific aid whatsoever has been giVen to help tlw
adaptation to radically changed .ways of life. Whik hr is in
connnand of the riches and power of the earth,,man has neglected
the supreme energy of his own intellect." 6 The 'accuracy of her
words is well illustrated in the pithy, brilliant description facques
Barzun gives of our democratic culture, particularly with respect to
the degradation of the human intellect.7
It is, therefore, an urgent necessity that the emph:,-is in
scientific' thought not be only on the qualities of tbe objective

World. l'qual weight shonld be given to the study of forces
determining subjective behavior, which are still largely unknown.
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I lopefully, then, new wavs of coping with our changing world in a
more efficient wii will bc discovered.

l'he situation is complicated by the rapidity, with which the
human sciences have developed and branched out. Because of this.

they possess few certainties. At the same time, certainties are
demanded in increasing measure by .society. Scientists are thus put

under pressure. They have to beimve as authorities while being
daily. confronted by the insufficien'ey of their knowledge concerning
their objects of study.
Man is not so easily fathomed. Not onlv are there many
determinants to his behavior, but the vagueness and fluidity of his
psychic life and the elusiveness of the spiritual aspect of his being
make scientific research difficult. There is also the lack of distance
between subject and object (which in this case coincide) to contend

with. It is not mere chance that it took the empirical sciences so
long to turn to the stndy of man's inner life.
Perhaps partly because of the speed with which this development did take place in the past decades, we find within this vast
field of activity much the same situation as that in society in
.general. In_reasing specialization has made it difficult for scientists

to obtain an overall view of their own fields of study. As a result,
they are inclined to retire to their own small area of experience andto ignore or %Themently combat their neighbors' findings. Because

Of this, their work often lacks an integrative purpose. They seem
like drifting boats in the ever-increasing stream of practical

problems. Sometimes they collide with One another; sometimes
the:. are aided by another's wake. Actually, they lead nowhere. The
general impression is often one of pseudo-science.

This unsatisfactory state of affairs makes the need for integration obvious. A growing number of scientists are becoming
conscious of the connnon destiny of their efforts. Consequently, a

willingness to cooperate to create "a comprehensive science of
man' 8 is becoming apparent. Partly because of poor communication, this cooperation is only laboriously coining about. Actnally,..
not much of it is evident, as yet. This is true even in particular
discipline.s and subdisciplines. It is also trne in education, and for
that matter in developmental psychology, which is no more than an
umbrella for a large variety of views and findings.9
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I have pointed Out that Montessori's Vision of man is the most
valuable and scientifically fruitful aspect of her spiritual heritage. I
believe that it is a useful point of departure for a new, comprehelisiVe study of man. ln it we may find a catalyst for the kind of
cooperation mentioned aboYe. particularly in the service of education, lii mv opilli011. the study of man should primarily be
concerned With man in infancy. when his existence is marked by
seeming helplessness, but Yhen he is actually involved in a potent
inner activity. The essence of what is created by tlns inner activity
eludes.us. Nevertheless, it is of greater significance than all man's
later creative achievements,

In infancy, thi: human being possesses -specific potentialities
whose nature is un'Kuow ii to us, but whose effixts have struck many
scientists. The discoveries of Maria Montessori and Sigmund Freud
have «intrihuted g,reatly to our understanding of man at this early

ut develou.nent. Freud studied unconscious drives and their
manifestations in emotionally disturbed adults withiO a special
therapeutic situation: lontessori studied the manifest behavior of
normal children in a specially prepared pedagogical situation. Both
sought to explain the phenomena they observed, and lmth found

general patterns in -the de elopment of the human being. In
essence, these seem to confirm and to complement each other.
Psychoanalytic thought has undergone, in later years; a shift

toWard the consideration of .normal development. Since this was
the starting point of Montessori education, greater collaboration
between the two disciplines may be conceivable in the future. In
ally eVelit, they do have many principles in common. NVe should

staryfrom these, in.id adapt our educational aims to the basic
patterns ec. development fonnd. \Ve will then be giying education
a wider scope. that of helping in the formation of man. We should

do this from the very beginunig of life. Some will think that this
,-ay will take too long to be of any practical use in the solution of
the problems confronting education today. We shonhl remember,
however, that the stimulus for our present technical progress was

not the study of the macrocosmos. It was the study of the
inicrocosmos,'of particles too minute even to be seen.

The forces within the atom, for so long unknown to man,
appear to be so potent that they will enable him to visit other
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planets. or to destroy himself entirely. Is it, then, so strange to
assume that the stndy of the still mysterious forces of the mind,
which enable the young child to construct within itself the
foundations of its personal existence, may reveal things beneficial
to man's development? I do .not think so. Nor did Maria
Montessori, or for that matter many others.")
In my opinion, education can only help to 'solve the present
impasse in hinnan affairs if it abandons its- traditional preoccnpation with the teaching of skills and the transfer of. knowledge. Its
goal should be, instead, to aid the basic patterns that direct man
from within, so that balanced development can take place. Only.in
this way can modern man develop a Personality flexible and strong

enough to cope .with the complex requirements of a rapidly
changing world.

NOTES
I. Dr. Montessori was speaking to a congress organized by the Dutch
branch of the New Education Fellowship, the instiiitte of Child Care and
Ed It !lion, and the. Dutch Montessori Soeiety in Utrecht. 1 ler topic was
**1-11- Family:*
2.

Maria Montessori, Aan de basis van het kven (Bussum, Nether-

lands: Vary Holkema en Warendorf, 1949), p. 86.
See A. A. Schneiders, PersonalitY Del;eloprnent and Adjustment in
Adolescence Milwaukee, Wis.: Bruce, 1960).
-I. M. M. Montessori, "Gedragsmotivatie NI de opgroeiende minis," a

paper lead to the principals and lecturers of the 'Montessori lycea, The
liague, February 28, 1964.

5. A very lucid exposition of the psychoanalytic viewpoint on
assessments of development is given by Alma Freud in Normality and
Pathology in Childhood: ssessments of Development (New York: international Universities Press, 1966),
6. See note 1 above.
'7. Jacques Barzun,- The I louse of Intellect (New York: Harper &
Brothers, 1959),
8.

C. Kluckholiii. Mirror for N fan (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1949),

'9

Nlontessori, Some Remarks on the Anthropology of

p. 1.

Montessori Education. iAmsterdam: A.M.I. Conniumications,.1965).
10. See, for example, Rene A. Spitz and Godfrey W. Cohliner. First
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Year of Life: A Psychoanalytic Study of Normal and Deviant Developrnent of Object Relations (New York: International Universities Press,
1966).

9

7/ MONTESSORI AND
THE REVOLUTION
IN VALUES

As long ago as the 1940s, Maria Montessori was aware of .the social

crisis confronting uS today. She described in powerful language
human helplessness in the face of the fOiCes of progress. Man
himself, she wrote, had unchained these forces by his own creative
action, but he had not been able to keep pace with them in terms
of adaptation and development. There was "a lack of balance
between man and his environment from which humanity must
deliver itself by strengthening its own resources, developing its own
values, healing its own madness, and becoming conscious of its own
power.- 1

Little has been done, as yet, to correct this imbalance. On the
contrary, not only does the situation seem to have deteriorated, but
predictions for the near future are not at all reassuring. Professor
Zbigniew Brzezinski of Columbia University foresees, for example,
A society culturally. psychologically, socially, and economically
shaped by the impact of technology and electronics, with computers
able to produce "creative" thought and, if wedded to robots, humanlike action.
I lumnii.-conduct itself "tieing increasingly subjected to deliberate
"programming," extensive chemical mind-control and [a] loss of
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Atomized social life. increasingly purposeless masses in an amusenu:lit-focused society. [and] actike xork being the privilege of the
goerning ineritocratic

Brzezinski is aware of the potential clangers of sudi a world.
[however. he also suggests that the capacity of government to assert
social and political control over the individual will vastly increase
and that this in its turn niay encourage a technocratic dictatorship
In the next several decades. I le points out several factors that allow
at least some optimism about such a society's capacity to meet the
challenge of the' future.
This hope, however. is diluted by his concluding reniarks on the
impact confrontation w itli a new technetronie society will probably
have on the world at large. Sonie local wars may occur, he argues,
resulting perhaps in the total unclear destruction of one or several
smaller nations before the univeTsal moral shock generated by the
destruction results in the imposition of 'greater international
controls..
The possibility of molding this catastrophe seems to him
remote. The instantaneous character of the electronic intermeshing
of mankind will create intense confrontations that will strain socia;
and international peace. 'Hie resulting trauma may create entirelv
.

different perspectives on life, with insecurity, divv, and hostility
becoming the dominant emotions of increasingly large numbers of
people. 13rzezinski mentions in tins connection a three-wav split
into mral-backward, urban-indnstrial, and technetronic ways of life.
Such a restructuring of society would further divide man, and
increase the Obstacles to global understanding. Ile also remarks that
the rest of the world can learn what is in store for it bv observing
what happens in the .United Statesnot a very reassuring prospect.

wonld like to point out a fourth disruptive factor

if the.

developments Brzezinski foresees take place. I lc mentions as one of

the positive features of the technetronic age the expansion of
knowledge and the entry into sociopolitical life of the intellectual

comninnity. In the United States. though many urban dwellers
may be college trained, only a minority of them will belong to the
privileged meritocratic elite. The majority will form part of the
purposeless masses described earlier, who enjoy a longer lifespan
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and a large amount of leisure. Presumably, the selection of the elite
will be by computer. This may result in a subtler,...but far more

devastating, form of discrimination than that which causes us so
nmch concern today. The college-trdined citizens judged unfit for
admission into the elite will. nonethekss, have been taught to think
and to act intelligently. It is inconceivable that they will accept, for
long, being branded as secondgrade citizens by machines. Because
they will still be human beings, a major revolt will probably occur,
perhaps disrupting the whole system.

Brzezinski states diat increasing attention must be given . to
improving the quality of life for man as man. It seems to me that
this is the most urgent issue of our time. The situation of man.
trapped by his environment, can be described by the following

metaphor: Cod created man in flis image. and man created
machines in his image. The machines are now reshaping man, and
Cod has been declared dead. The guiding and unifying principle in

human existence has been. eliminated. The individual is being
deprived of his share in shaping his personal destiny. His life is
being determined, more and more% by impersonal institrtions and

technological devices that keep him in bondage. Meaning and
identity arc being lost in the process. Anxiety and a growing feeling
of disorientation. futility, helplessness, and frustration are taking
over. In the circumstances, revolt is the onlv way the individual can
recover his rights as a man.

We must keep in mind that when v., speak of revolutions.
whether they involve technology, social -.alues, or political ideologies, we are always speaking of man and his behavior. I will
clarify this point hiter. It is important to remember here that
whatever conception of inner or outer reality we have, whatever
values-we possess or whatever meaning we attach to life, we are
always Oealing with psychic entities, and hence with subjective
.propensities. No matter how :objective- the ontcome of a situation may seem to be, the human personality is involved.
However, because the educational and scientific establishment

has mistakenly concluded that it is dealing with an objective
situation, it has cultivated in its students only those faculties that
have an objective purpose, leaving the development of the other
aspects of the personality in abeyance. Technological progress has
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contributed this pragnritic and one-sided approach to education,
demanding increasing specialization, and hence an increasing
fragmentation of knowledge. At the same time, its very extent is
shaking the basiS of science, modern man's last hope of security.
Actually, man should find security within himself, but he has
received no aid in C.evdoping his own resources to this end. Reason

having failed as a source of stability, the exacting conformity
required by modem technology becomes an insufferable and

.

senseless burden, tolerated only for the material profit and social
status it offers. Many cannot stand the strain and want to throw all
rules and legulations overbmrd. They indulge in irrational ways of
life, in which subjective feelings are the only things that count.
It is not accidental that the human sciences have developed so
rapidly. Paradoxically, they have helped to increase our con f usion.
II:lying been modeled on the natural sciences and' mathematics,
they have adopted their perspectives and methods. "fhey conceive

of man as a machine, thereby serving the very syst< in from which he
is trying to escape. And to what avail? AS Godfrey Cobliner pots it,
"From the worship of authority we have shifted to the worship of
the collectivity. Instead of acquiring diversity, we have drifted into
conformity.- It becomes more and more difficult for modem man
to find appropriate criteria to evaluate behavior. Standards tend to
.13e- considered more as styles that are "in- in certain groups and
-rejected in others, and have no special validity per se. What seems
most dominant iS confusion-'-particularly in the realm of values.
In view of this, it is my opinion that one cannot speak of
revolution in this connection. Revolution implies having new
values for which old ones niust make way. We are far from this yet.
There is no doubt that the rapid environmental changes of which

we have spoken, with their emphasis on the material aspects of
human exi,stence, lvve their impact on our value system. However,
environmental influences are only one side of the coin. Values are
the result of an intricate process of development of the individual
personality, by which interactions with_ the outer world are replaced
by inner repr:sentations.

This process of internalization-of which the matmation of
early ego functions is a precondition-has different stages. It starts-.
witii imitation, identification, and introjection with regard to the
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attitudes of parents and other significant persons in the child's
environment. :It culminates in the individual's views, ideals, and
standards, as evidenced by hiS behavior and his rale in the society in
whidi he lives:1.111k is what is understood bv.his ego identity. It is
usually considered to be achieved developmentally during the

normative crisis of adolescence. However, if the environment is
suitably benign. the ma turation of specific ego functions continues-to occur in the normal individual well into adult life. It is
evidenced by a steadily increasing capacity to love, to work, and to
adapt to the world.

"Fhis does not happen in circumstances that cause anxicty.
Generally speaking. what we see then is a backward movement, or
regression, to more primitive and infantile emotional responses..
Anna Freud remarks that the normal citizen does not internalize
the law aS such. Rather: his attitude toward it perpetualizes "the

infantile position of ;in ignorant and compliant child, faced by
parents who are omniscient and omnipotent. 1:he delinquent or
criminal perpetuates the attitude of the child who ignores, Or
.

belittles. or disregards parental authority, wad :acts in :defiance of
same phenomenon Call occur with regard to the social
system as a whole when it is too coercive. In my opinirm, this is alsa

the cause of the existing confusion in values. When freedom is
cor.tfuscd with license." adaptation with conformism:7 discipline
with submissiveness?, independence with antianthoritarianisnO
equality with uniformity,'" and so forth, we are dealing with an
infantile attitude to the social system. It had its beginnings in the
child's reaction to an omnipotent and,. I may add, intokrant
parent. It is clear that those who harbor these misconceptions will
also be motivated by them.
More specific value distortions are those related to primitive

mechanisms, activated by the regressive phenomenon
nient;.med.. above. These can he seen, for example. in a rigid
defens -.!

adhcrence ta a specific value system maintained by deiwing those
aspects of reality that cause anxiety. guilt. or pain. This rigidity is
generally compensated for by a fantasy of omnipotence.
In still another form of value distortion, those aspects of reality
that are felt to be the most disruptive elements of the govi:Ining
social system are adopted as personal values to be adhered to and
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propagated with the deterniniation of a crusader. This is achieved
by a combination Of primitive defense mechanism)]. We then see,
for example. change being considered a guiding principle in its own
right. Everything must be continuously changed whether it makes
sense or not. In fact, of course, change is a neutral concept. It can
lead equally to improvements or td disasters. The same can be said
of speed, research.. techniques. systems, procedures. action: all these
and many more similar means are diSsociated from the aims they

should serve. They are promoted to the status of autonomous
values, and thereby lose their purpose. Consider the rage for
innovation. flow well we arc all acquainted with it!

This brings, us to the conflict between generations. The
following observations give the gist of the situation:
'An excessive desire for liberty at the expense of everything else is
what undermines democracy and leads to the deinand of tyranny ...
it will permeate private.life ... it becomes the thing.for father and
son to change places. the father standing in awe of his son, and the
son neither respecting nor fearing his parent.s, in order to assert his
independence..... The teacher fears and panders to his pupils. who
in turn despise their teacherS and attendants: and the young as a
%dick imitate their elders, argue with them and set theinselves tip
against them, while their elders tr- to avoid the reputation! of being
disagreeabk or strict by apii.g the young and mixing with them on
terms of easy good fellowship.12

These Vords could easily apply to .certain aspects of today's,
social turbulence. 'no. were, however, written by Plato sonic four
centuries .before the birth of Christ. I do not quote him with the
intention of -downgrading the present problems between genera-

tions. but to put them in the right perspectiveto show that
although times, conditions, and interpretations change, there is
something basic determining human behavior that does not. I will
come back to this point later.
A better understanding of modern youth and its problems calls
for a consideration of sonic general points. First of all, we should
acknowledge the fact that the impact of World War II on those of

us who were young at the time was much more profound and
disturbing than we generally care to admit. It undoubtedly had
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repercussions On the way we brought up our children. Often,
covering our insecurity as educators by calling ourselvts modern or
progressive, we gave them a more permissive education than we
received. More often than not, we neglected our true responsibility

in respect to what Haimali .Arendt calls the double aspect of
childhood: that of being newcomers in a strange world and
unfinished beings in the process of becoming." We offered them
more material advantages that Alowed theni to enter the adult
world earlier. but we did not give them a meaningful perspective on

it. Their most direct preparation for the .world at large was the
kaleidoscopic explosion of images .by %yhidi television brings its
inconsistencies home to us. 'Hie poetk.'.1. Housman describes well
wliat the young must feel on encountering: the adult world:
I. .a stranger and afraid.

In a world 1 neer made."

A second thing we Must consider is that when we speak of
youth, or the younger generation, we are making a single entity of
something. that is not. The only thing young people have in

common, and that only' within a broad margin that should be
specified in talking about them, is their position in the continuum
of human life from birth to death. 'I'hat we can talk about such an
abstraction as youth at all is evidence that there is an intrinsic
pattern determining human development. It manifests itself in a
specific way and gives a special quality to the behavior of a group of
.peers. I lowever, the individuals in that peer group differ, as all
human beings do. Fnahennore, indiViduals Car only be considered
in relation to all other members of the communities in which they
grow and live, and to the environment at large.
Now, the great majority of modern youth neither rebels against
society, nor c,i.tlidraws from it. They do look at it critically and

realistically, with a great deal of insight and understanding. In
addition, what they demand from adults is fully reasonabk. They
.wish to be treated as fellow human beings in their own light. It is in
this sense that they request equality. They know very well that they
lack experience, and they.are willing to learn; but they do not wan t
to take things for granted. They want to participate in what goes on
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and, at the very leaq, he informed of the motives behind decisions
that influence their existence. They are all.too aware that they will
presently have to find their place and function independently in a
world of which they know themselves to be citizens. but which
appears, on the surface at least, to be a .thorougliv chaotic place.
They arc not prePared to accept any of the roles they arc offered by
society uncritically. In addition, they will keep their inner reserve
until they are quite sure .of then choice. Any genuine help their
elders can give them hi this connection will be sincerely
appreciated.
is why we do great injustice to our children when we speak
of them as part of "modern youth" instead of as individual human

beings, especially if we identify theni a priori with one of the
mMorities that receive attention ecause they happen to be in
conflict with society. We then force them to assume that role,
whether we are conscious of it or not..111 face:re-be-Mon against or

withdrawal from society is-an cxtreme reaction that occurs only
when circumstances cause intolerable tensions in interpersonal
relationships. It Occurs, for example, where a pocket of poverty
exists in an .othenvise affluent society,. where housing problems
preclude a livable environment, where a minority is discriminated
against for some reason, or in .the case of student- .where the
situation is camplicated by a system that is the most cOnservative
ever to exist, and which by tradition requires that one endure
willingly.

Of course, in these cases a typological generalization of youth
also does a further injustice to the individuals concerned. Not only
does it highlight only one side of the picture, but it ignores the fact
that there are great differences in individual motivations, which
may range from sincere convictions and a wish for a more livable
community to pure destructiveness.
However, because of their damaging effect, .sonie general

behavior patterns should be 'considered that lead to the phenomenon generally called the generation gap. 'When young people
have genuine grievances that are not taken seriously.. by the
authorities, they protest; they seek support front others in similar
circumstances.

Pearl King, in a study of racial prejudice, describes aptly what
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happens next.15 When an individual starts to behave contrary to
expectations, it generally arouses unconscious anxiety, .aggrcs,
sion, and guilt feelings. As a result, we tend to categorize actions as
typical of an existing stereotype such
"youth," "the poor," or
"blacks." Stereotyped beliefs develop that arc mistaken:, in whole or
in part, .for established facts,
The person against whom this type of prejudice is directed has
no way of escape. 'Ile resulting stress leads to a regression to more

primitive forms of social and Mterpersonal belnivior. When individuals function even partly in this way, they begin to treat others
as inanimate objects devoid of human feelings. The span of time
over which they feel responsibility for their actiGns shrinks, so that
the consequences are .felt to be the responsthilitv Of Others.
Nkrality deteriorates to the hiw of.Talion: Who does not agree is
an enemy. Their world and their relationships arc experienced in
terms of Opposites: as all black or all white, all good or all bad. They
desperately need a person or group to blame as thesoCirce of every

discomfort and evil in order to maintain some degree of psychic
equilibrimn. Their chief defenses or methods of adaptation are
projection. splitting, and denial. They create stereotyped images
onto whidi they can project all those aspects of themselves that are
not congruent with their preferred elf-iinage. Such stereotyped
images cm be communicated qnickly dilough normal connuunication channels and, with the aid of modern propaganda 'icehniques,
can rapidly become widespread.
King's remarks shed a great deal of light on the processes under-'
lying what is commonly called the generation gap. 'nese processes
are operative among both the young and the representatives of the

establishment. They reinforce the initial distrust and hostility
between the two, thus precluding the' possibility of a .genuine
dialogue.

This is a complex picture, but such is the human situation.
What can we deduce from it? One thing is certainly clear. From
whatever angle we look at it. we are always brought back to tbe
hidividual human being, his development, and his behavior. This
appears to be the basic issue, to which all others are related. We
cannot avoid the fact, either, that the transition to a postindustrial
society is creating a serious human crisis that could easily get out of
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I -mod. Clearly, all those who have chosen as their profession the
stud!' or guidance of human beings must coordinate their efforts to
achieve syStematically planned objectives. Only in this way can they

lielP to reduce tlic existing confusion regarding values. and to
reor
man with- regard to his position and role in handling his
affairs.

.

Ve have called for concerted action based on a firm common
bodY of knowledge concerning man and his behavior. We have
diSetlsed the problems involved. 'Hie realm of science is not any
freer from prejudices. struggles,..and contradictions than any other
sector of human activity. 'Hie situation is particularly confused
when we studs' nran because of his compic-,itv, on the one hand,
and his great subjectivity On the other. The combination of tbese
ttlsistli),4ifiatetors often:leads to oversimplification. If modern science has

us anything, it is that truth is
and that no one
aPPr°aeli leads to it. The best we can do is converge on it from
several Perspectives..
III the human sciences, this is only pOssible if a consensus can be
reache(1 on a general scheme.
scheme should serve as a matrix
for imitC'grimtilig the findings obtained by different .approaches. It

shook' include and explain all aspects of man's development, his
bell:iv:jot. and his relations to others .mid to his environment at large

as they really are.

means that

a

coherent network of

PropOsitions concerning the human personality as an entity must be
cimstrOeted.

The latter call be seen as evolving in interaction with the
environinent, passing through distinct stages of development and
leadillg to ever more complex behavior. This conception acknowl-

edges the complexity of the human being and his behavior in
different situations amid cultures. Through such a conception. the
findl'igs of all those studying his behavior from different approaches
can he coordinated ioto a comprehensive picture that will fit the
reqiiireinents of science. It is the only conception iinnan that can
he of ailY real help ill finding adequate solutions for the social
problenis we have been discussing.

.

This concept is of particular importance in connection with'
educarir'n. One of the most persistent prejudices in the realm of
human scielic,:s is that against the child. Its fundamental function
in the fornrition of mail continues to go unrecognized. although
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Maria Nlontessori began 'discussing her disco-:eries in this field M
1912. I Icr observations of the child revealed that characteristics
related to the value system were developed through spontancons
activity in a prepared environment. Adults .innst help the c1itli6 to
function freely in this enyiromnent. 'Phis help corresponds to the
intrinsic needs inherent to the pattern of developinona, and followS
his own tempo..Montessori denionstraftd that under these cond;,

tions the child is urged from within towards certain specific
activities which he performs with great concentration, and joy.
These activities are linked to the inner formation of functions that
only lnter are integrated and appear as manifest characteristics.
The goal of .Nlontessori education is the formation of the child's
whole personality. In the .beginiiing, the child works mainly
independently, but it observes what others around it 'do; especially
the older children.. Presently, it starts .to collaborate with others.
The older children picipate in the activities of younger ones and
help them in a natural way that both enjoy. Instead of competitiveHess, there is cooperation.. This enhances th... children"s feeling of
security and stimulates them to further exploration of their world.

Respect for others 'and for the environment comes as a natural
byproduct of the freedom within a connnunitv they experience.
It is interesting to note that several of the characteristics so
often exhibited in Montessori schools are considered basic to
human welfare and .development by social scientists. In a list of
properties of biosocial and sociocultural systems, Erie Trist mentions self-regulation, integration, independence, interdependence,
coordination, and cie,:peration as basic to welfare and maturation,
learning extended adaptability, the accumulation of culture, and
expansion of the environmenti6 Because these are all properties

that die explicitly encouraged by Montessori er.71wation, it certainly

deserves serious consideration in the search for the best means to
prepare tomorroW's citizens.. As Montessori wrote in her last book,
One of the most urgent endeavors to be undertaken on behalf of the
reconstruction of ,,.-ociety is the reconstruction of education [to

awakenl those marvellous powers which today remain hidden....
Then there will appear the child .wito is destined to form a humanity
capable of understanding and contiolling our present civilization.il

Iu7
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One of the most fascinating characteristics of Maria Montessori was

her ability to connect life at the moment with life in the distant
past. A simple task would start her sketching a panorathic vision of
man's evolution up to the present time, irresistably stimulating the
imagination of her listeners.

I remember her peeling potatoes and looking at them with
profundity, as if they could reveal some secret of great importance.

She continued her task, wondering aloud how man originally
discovered the value of the potato plant, outwardly a weed with
insignificant little flowers and producing poisonous fruit. What
made him look further? By what trick of chanee did he discOver
that its usefulness to him lay not in the part of it that appeared
above the surface, but in the part that was hidden in the earth?
How did he learn that this part was not poisonous, but edible?
Potato plants apparently came -from -the New World: How had
they come to be introducod, adopted, and cultivated throughout
Western Europe?
The way she could talk about things like potatoes brought one
,

immediately to a higher level of thinking and view o; reality, while,

at the same time, one remained immersed in limn life, It was a
unique experience. It was connected with a special quality of her
personality and a profundity of insight fundamental to her success.
Although she may not have made the connection consciously
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herself, I believe her development o cosmic education grew out of

this unusual ability tn connect the past and the present through
imaginative thinking. :15 she herself has pointed out.
Imaginative visithi is quite different from mere perception of an
object, hr it has no limits. Not only can imagniation travel through
infinite space, but also through infinite time; we can go backwards
through the epochs, and have the vision of the earth as it sus. with
the creatures that inhabited it. To' make it dear whether or not a
child has understood, %se should see whether he can form a visioil of

it within the mind, whether he has gone beyond the level of mere
understanding.... The secret, of good teaching is to regard the
child's intelligence as a fertile field in which seeds may be sown, to
. gross tinder the heat of flaming imagination. Our ann therefore is not

merely to make the child understand, and still less to force him to
memorize, but so to touch his imagination as to enthuse him to his
inmost core.'

ln general, we seem to make little nse of our imaginative powers
in worldly affairs. We are involved in a continuous cycle of chaos
that eventually evolves into order only to lapse into chaos once
more. Lately the impetus of this cycle seems to have increased. As a.

result, many of man's spiritual values are being prematurely
destroyed. Changes are so violent and contain so much potential
for destruction .that it is questionable whether we will find the
wisdom within ourselves to redtiect the situation so that we move
toward a more constructise future.
What impresses me most in reviewing the sociatsitnation is that
we go randomly from one extreme to the other. Our attitude
toward pollution is a good example. People had been talking about
the dangers ot pollution .for decades. Nobody listened. -Suddenly-,the message was heard; everyone became aware of poisons in the air

and threats to wildlife. Something had to be done, and quick!
Everyone demmided an immediate solution to the problem. Of
course, this was not possible. Some short range measures were taken
to stop the shouting. These had other consequences as destructive

as the initial pollution.
In reviewing history, it does not appear that political systems in
themselves are the answer to human problems. Rather, solutions
Weill to .depend ou certain human beings who happen to be in
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positiOns of responsibility, 'on their personalities mid their vision, or
lack of it. Others. sometimes silent and f:onietimes shouting,-merely

follow their lead. The _individual personality must develop the
independence and maturity .needed to see the present situation

dearly and to vistwlize .the future. It will then be possible to
.consider the direction we are going and how tO influence matters so
that we, with our powers of adaptability, our intelligence, and our
creativity, can find a constructive wav to handle our world, a world
which in itself is a beautiful place to live and which could be much
more agreeable than it happens to be at the moment. This kind of
independence and maturity:however, seems to be scarce.
I

believe that Montessori education aids the development of

these qualifies and, in this sense, provides a more reahstic basis for

hope for the future. This is inost .readily apparent 'when one
examines Montessori's concept of cosmic education. There are
three separate aspects of this conception that shoulki be considered
in this regard. The first is the underlying fxinception of inan and
human development, particularly between six and fourteen, years of

.age. lbe second is the rok of education and how to find the
appropriate way to help the chiklren of this particular age group
develop as they should. The third is the practical techniques tO be
used in the schools, the didactic aspect. As I aui not a teacher, I
shall limit Foy reinarks to the first two aspects.
Recently I chanced to see a tdevision documentary on the life
cyck of the piuk salmon. It was a report of one of Captain JacquesYves Cousteau's experiments with lus oceanographic research vessel
.CcilypsG. The site was a lakein Alaska that had once contained a
great quaotity of pink salmon. UM:MI, salmon factories bad been
built around it, and eventually the salmon had 'been exterminated.

Thesite had then beetrabandoned:-What-Cousteau had done-was
to place fertilized pink sahnon eggS in this environment that had
originally proved so propitious for harboring their kind.
The eggs, which had been fertilized in quite a different location,
were brought in containers to the lake and kft there to hatch. As a
iesult, a new cycle oi sahnon life was started. The young salmon
eventually went down to the open sea, where they remained for
four to five years, and then returned to the.lake where they had
been hatclied.
When one stops to think of it, it is very curious that these fish
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were prompted by an 'inner urge to abandon a rich and calm
enviromnent of sweet water to go down a tnrbulent river to the Sea,
to adapt to a salt-water environment, to re,,min there for years, and

then, eventually, to conic backas if directed by sonie hidden
devketo the spot where they were born. To return, they had,
once again, to nndergo a physiological adaptatitm this time from
salt-water life back to that of sweet water. To do this, they had to
live for some time in the area where the river entered the sea, until

this readjustment had been completed. Then they started the
laborious journey up the stream. Many of the fish died in the
process, dashing-themselves against rocks or jumping too far from
the river bed. All kinds of animals inhabited the shores of the river,

feeding off the fish. Thus the enviromnent :was kept clean of
decaying bodies. However,. the majority of salmon remained alive.
At a certain stage of the trip, the males chose mates, and fought off
other males. The couples thus formed continued upstream to the
lake, where the eggs.were laid and fertilized, Soon after, the adult
fish died and their ..bodies decomposed very quickly. The lake

became a true cemetery of salmon, their decomposed bodies
providing plankton for the next generation pf salmon to feed on.
When this next generation is grown, it too will travel.seaward,and
the life cycle of the salmon will continue.
Whatsap we learn froni this captivating story? First of all, it
teaches an ecological lesson: the interrelation between different
aspects of the natnral environment. Second, it shows the very close
rehitionshiop between living beings and their environment: their

adaptation to its more rigid features and their contribution to
maintaining the cmiditions necessary for the existence of their
species. The latter is what Maria Montessori calls the cosmic task.
.11er-ultimate'explanation of this task as 'a'fihAity; ihtelided by'
creation to maintain the, .zosinic order in nature, belongs to her
personal philosophy and
not be accepted by all. But the
phenomena to which she alludes in explaining it are observable and
belong to the natural order of things. Today this is referred to as
the natural equilibrimn. Scientists remained blind to it for a long
time, considering those few who pointed it out eccentrics.

One final thing we can learn from the history of Captain
Cousteau's salmon is the difference in the instincts of animals-and
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men, as well as the special position of the latter in the cosmos. I.et

me explain these different aspects belonging to the cosmic Or
natural order in contradistinction to the social order.
I

shall not expand on the general interrelation of all the

components of the natural enviro»ment,.which would bring us too
-far afield. We know, however, that the original movements of the
surface of.oun planet left recesses that retain fresh water produced

bv the cycle of evaporation and the condensation in the atniosphere. The resulting lakes divkled into streams or rivers flowMg
toward the sea,.creating a special environment for certain animals
snch as the pink sahnon. By what whim of nature we (In not know,
but through slow changes in the interaction of this species and its

environment, a detailed pattern of behavror beeame .hereditary.
We could 'callwhat happened a prograi»ming, covering in this case
a period of sonic five years and -comprising such contrasting
elements that they seem to the superficial observer to be unnatural.

One wotild 'expect that, once accustomed to sweet water, these
animals would find any other enVironment unpleasant and hence to

be avoided. But this is not what happens, On thc contrary, they
find an area where sweet water from the river amd salt watei froni
the sea meet and patiently. renmin there, slowly adapting to the
iiev. condition.. They then go off in .schools, seemingly forgetting
their place of origin. They mav wander quite far, finding new
depths and meeting new dangers, yet feeling at home in their new
environment. What happens the» is quite incomprehensible, yet
happen it does, with computerized precision.
The different schools of salmon, all of a sudden, and more or
.

less at the same time, change their course toward their place of
origin. They again remain in an estuary for the time necessary to
readjust-to sweet -water; and then- start their-dramatic trip-against
the current to the protected environment in which they .were born
to lay their eggs. Their life cyCle then completed, they die quickly,
providing the environment with the substance most necessary for
the new life to come.
The detailed way in which hereditary instinctual patterns can
structure the behavior of animals, and the precise timing involved.
is extraordinary. ln lminans, certah, fundamental patterns and
sequences of development are hereditary, but individual behavior is
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shaped through experience nd interac .J11 With the environment..:
Infants can be brought from one environment to another; they will
adapt to the environment in 'which they grow up. This experiencewill form them into adult members of that particular coir inunity.

11ley will then 'act as if their behavior was hereditary. like the
instinctual behavior of the salmon. Being human beings, however,
they have built up their behavior patterns, through educatnm and
with the aid of the other members of the community.
\Vhat makes Montessori .C.Chication so special is that its
objective is to help human beings with the cumulous task of inner
construction necessary to pass froiii childhood to full adulthood.
Education is an essential aspect of human devdopment. Vite

cannot become fully adult witiumt it. The level of formation the
individual personality can reach depends on it..
Montessori education aims to furtlwr this formation of personality. lt is, therefore, astonislnng that so many people have the
impression that it is onlv meant for small children. The MontessMi
approach can be applied from birth, and even before birth through
the preparation of adults for parenthood, and Montessori educa-

.

tion can be continued until a child reaches maturity. ln Holland,
secondary Schools based on Montessori principles have been in
existence since IQ3

To return to our theme, when a child has had the help it needs,
ui integr2tion of the personality takes place in approximately the
sixth tar, This integration marks the end of a phase ollife lived in

protected environment. during which the child was directly
dependent on the adults responsible for taking care of it. During
this period, basic behavioral patterns :ind attitudes were internalized and integrated into the child's personality. At the same
time, a- chtferentiation of sensorial experiences- and anindirect--preparation for new functions began developing.
At a certain moment, the 'child itself 'wishes to come out of its

protective Shen, and to explore the bigger world. Of course,
emergence from a protected enviromirent is relative, because it is
not yet capable of really going out and about all by itself. llowever,
one can notice its increasing independence from its parents. At this
stage of development, one can 4thserve. a .growing interest in the
behavior of peers.and the wish to join others in groups. In addition,'
adults other than parents are idealii.ed. There is a marked tendency
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tO identify with gmnp heroes who.serve as models. At this time, a
new attitude toward the world clearly begins.. Cosmic e4,:.;..!ation

offers the kind of help that will activate the new potentialities
consolidated at this first level of integration. The stage has been set
for this activation through indirect preparation in an earlier phase.
All the experiences that were offered to the thud previously in the
prepared c.nvironnielit were basic experiences, needed either for the
formation of later functions, or as ke 'y. to help it to explore and

orient itself in its world, When it reaches this second stage of
maturity, it should be given a broader view of that world; that is, a
vision of the whole universe.

This is a different approach from the one usually found in
schools. The idea, as mentioned above, is to try to awaken the
imagination of the clnkl, to give it a vision of the order of things.
The inner oNler of the personality must be conStructed through
experiences in a structured world. Thus the child must have a
coherent picture, on the broadest scale possible, of the ambience in
which he is growing. Chaos will never stimulate it to real
.participation.

limer order is necessary to be able to see meaning in one's
existence, to find one's identity, to acIneve independence, and to
act in a meaningful way. Interest in special.details isnever activated
%vithont a prior interest in the whole. Generally, in elementary
education one finds an endeavor to teach facts as clearly as possible,
starting with the most simple and elem.. 9.v:Ty and proceding to the
more Complex and abstract. The studenu
this boring and must
force thems_lves to learn by.an act of will. To arouse their :Merest,

they must first be shown the interrelation of things in the world
the chfferent aspects of knowledge that can be studied, how they
_relate to.each other or how they have come about.-One way to give elnldren the global view of the uinverse they
need is by introducing the ecological principle in education. The
interrelation of living and nonliving things can be consideredwhat
plants, for example, need from the earth to be able to grow, what
special functions they have with regard to carbon dioxide, oxygen,
water. and so on. Or the story of the pink salmon can be told in an

interesting way that appeals to the imagination of the listeners.
Different aspects of their life cycle can be introduced that arouse
curiosity and that subsequently can be studied in detail by the
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children. They will do this with pleasure, becauseone of the normal
traits of a happy human being is its desire to use its intelligence and
endless curiosity to know, to explore, and to Oixover new things or
new ways to use fathiliar things.

It is to this trait that education mmt appeal. Learning should
not be an effort for children, a burden, or a tediouS duty performed

for the sake of the approval of someone in authority. On the
contrary, it should result from a personal interest and involvement

in the world, and an understanding of the meaning of things.
When itdoes, a child is able to orient itsdf with regard to society,
to the history of man, and to the future If children are under six,
history, for instance, can be taught in a way that helps them to
determine their, own identity by knowing how others hved in the
past and in other cultures. However, what interests older children
far more is a broader view of man: when he appeared on earth and
how he evoked through the centuries. The idea then is to give a

dynainic global view of .'ow human life on earth has evoked,
eventually forming what Maria Montessori called the "Supra
.

Nature.Children at this stage are fainatez.1 because this story concerns
them personally. They are beginning to be aware of their own
situation as developing human benigs. It also Makes them conscious
in a natUral way .of the difference between man a id other living

beings. There is an interrelationship between both and the
environment. This interrelationship is evident in what Maria
Montessori referred to as the cosmic taskthe service that must be
rendered by the individuals of each species to the environment on
which they are dependent for their existence to maintain it in such,
a way that it will support their descendents, generation after
generation...Some_do,_ this through_ their -death,- like-the salmonwhose decaying bodies provide plankton for their young. Others do
it during their lifespan. Bees, for example, need flowers so that they

can gather nectar to make honey. One might call this their main
concern, if one could credit them with consciousness, During this
process they inadvertently fertilize the flowers they visit by carrying
pollen from one to another on their hairy legs. In this way they not
only make use of the environment, but they preserve and cultivate
that part of it which is needed for the survival of their species.
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Man's interrelationship with the environment is different,
however. He is an agent of change. 1 le does not have the same fixed
correlation, with the environment as animals. Ile has the urge not
only to adapt to the enviromnent, but to
it as he goes along
and as his needs. and his imagi.',ation (or lack of it) dictate. This is
what Maria Montessori called the cosmic task of man: to .continue
fhe work of creation.
Ever since Ins appearance on earth, man has continned changing and enriching his .environment. Man has the power to create
fantastic new possibilities. Ile may travel to other planets, or totally
destroy this one. His power needs gnitianee. Bees, needing nectar,
also see to the fertilization Of the local flowers. Humans, needing
salmon, fish for it in an area until it is exterminated, and then go
elsewhere. It would have been quite easy to avoid destroying all the
salmon in. tlie Alaskan lake described earlier. And it would have
been in the fisheries' itrerest to have done so. However, the vision

-for such long-range phming was lacking. Man does not have
inbuilt progrannning, as does the salmon. l-le rnnst program
himself, thvough Conscious effort. It is obvious today that man
desperately needs the intelligence to use hiS power to change things
constrnctively. This is his only hope, if he is to maintain his self-

made environment in a condition that may permit human life to
evolve toward a dignified existence for everyone. This can .only be
achieved with the aid Gf education
It is important, then, fo realize that the real aim of Montessori

education is not the imparting of knowledge for the sake of
learning itself. Rather, it encourages learning because learning is a
feature of human development, a need that cannot be met without

education. Consequently, it

is

first necessary to study human

development ..and
.special --needs-of the
growing individual in different phases of his life.
By special needs I do not mean what John, or Mary, or another
child wishes at a particular moment, but the inner needs that guide
the development of the individual personality. An adult who wants

to help growing individuals with:this great task of construction
must understand the multiplicity of factors determining human
behavior and their relationship to the developmental profile Of
human life.
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listorically, the complexity of tlns procesS has not really been
taken into cop,:ideration in connection ith education, E.ately,
however..its relevance is 'becoming mort -. aud inore understood,
particuhirly at higher levels of education. Universities and high

.

schools are beginning to understand how nmeh the effectiveness of

their work depends on what their students kive been able to
achieve within themselves during the preceding period. Theft: is
more imderstanding of human development as a continuous
process in which the individual remains the same psychosomatic
entity while constantlY adapting to chanOs in his environment. It
is, then, not so important which facts one teaches the student,
because very often 'these facts are already obsolete by the time they

can be med. It- is more important to help him to develop his
potentialities so that he can rely on his own ability tacope with the
unexpected And solve whalever new problems may crop up. In
other words.. he must be helped to feel independent in his own

world and to develop the vision that will help him as an adult to
maintain the environment in: such a way that the unending,
creative, and gigantic- cosmic task of man can continue.

l'he common intelligence wc all share has_ for all practical
purposes, no limits. Man can go on finding new possibilities forever.
It is to this common intelligence. a dynamic communal entity that

is created bv the individual personalities forming the community,
that cosmic education is directed. The progress, or lack of it, of the
human conununit%is determined by the concerted action of the
individuals in it. If we merely react to ad hoc happenings and crises,
Our progress will be poor and our actions will be shortsighted. If i'e
are inspired by vision and creative imagination, our progress can be
very great and our actions future oriented. Cosmic education seeks
to offer ..the...oung,- -atthe .appropriate sensitive-period, --the-stinmlation and help they need to develop their minds, their vision,
.

and their creative power. whatever the level or range of their
personal contributions may be.

NO TE
,

1.

Maria Montessori.

o Educate the fluman PtentiaI (Adyar.

Kalakshetra, 1948), pp. 14-15.

APPENDIX:
A. MONTESSORI
CLASSROOM

Paula Polk 'Mani

It is .difficult to develop a feel for Montessori education until it can

be experienced' as an ongoing involvement with children. l'he
'.following scenes from a Montessori classroom are .preSented for
those who arc unfamiliar with the Montessori approach in 'action.
At eight-thirty, there are six or seven ,chikken out of a possible
twenty or so already in the room. They are three to six years old,
but I am surprised at bow tiny several of them seem.
I am aware first of two boys sitting opposite each other on a
sMall rug on-th.e. floOr. I call them A and B for convenience. There
is a basket of solid geometric shapes (wooden ones, smOoth and
shiney with a blue enamel paint) between them. A is.blindfolded.
Ile is turning one of the solids over in his hands. "You're peeking!
Can't peek!" Says B, who is not blindfolded. "I feel it," says A,
-rolling-it-carefully- between-his-hands.- "What, is -it?" "Ovoid"answers B..A takes off the blindfold and looks. "Right," he says.
Now B takes a solid, fie has apparently decided to dispense with
.

the blindfold and has simply closed his eyes. "Ellipsoid," he says. A,
with the blindfold still pushed up, says, "No. Sphere." "Sphere," B

repeats. A. little girl .who has stopped to watch says "sphere,"
prononncing the "sp" distinctly; then she moves on, watching me a
bit. B now picks up another solid. "What is it?" he asks,

"Cylinder," says A. "Okay." B takes another object. "Cone," he
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Appendix: A NIontessori Classroom
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some .are working at tables. A girl watches a boy working on a
puzzle map. Slw says, "I've got new shoes." "Oh,' he replies. "Who
bought those shoes for you?" She %vatehes him for awhile and they
talk a little more.
A tiny girl takes a furry.animal out of a cage, holding it partly by
the neek..1 feel a little concern for them both. The teacher, whom I
have not really beeii aware of as yet, speaks to her. The little girl

then carries the animal carefully to the table, cradling it in her
arms. She holds it up now and thengently for such a little child
but I mil' glad the teacher has quietly spoken to her assistant, who
appears to be staying nearby. The iniiiial is one I am not familiar
withnot a gerbil, hamster, orguinea pig. It washes its face with its

paws and wanders quietly about the table top. After fifteen
minutes or so, the little 'girl carries it safely back to its rage, and I
breathe an apparently.umweessary sigh of relief.

The teacher nov speaks quietly to the little girl who had
.

watched ine earlier. The girl goes and gets a tray, chooses a metal
inset (a blue geometric shape in a red metal framein this case a

circle), three colored pencils, and a paper the same size as the
frame. She carries all this to a table and begins to trace the inset.
She talks a little to a girl working next to her. By now, She has lost
her sleepy look.
There seems to be sonic problem with A and 13, the geometric
solid boyS, Who have nOW-been jOined- by a girl: It-soinids like -.a
dispute over who is going to put away what. The teacher collies by,

listens a moment, says in a quiet manner "Decide that among
yourselves.".and moves on. 'Hie girl rolls up the rug, and the boys
put the materials away. It is now nine-fifteen.
I notice a girl next to me who is washing dishes. There are two
large.bowls,-a-spone,soap, and, a, pttcIter,dI carefully
ont, She-has a bright yellow apron on. She is quite involved in what she is
doing znid seems to be especially enjoying the feel of the snds.

'Hie teacher is in front of me on the floor with a little girl
working with. letters: They are in a wooden frame box. The
consonants are blue, the vowels, red. The teacher seems to be
saying a word, mid the girl then makes it with letters on the rug.
The little girl who had been playing with the animal collies and
stands by the teacher. "Do you need help?" the teacher asks. The
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child is really quite young, I realize, as- I .sec her up .close. The
'teacher buttons her aprOn for her. Thc girl goes to get a basket
from the shelf, sits at a table, carefully lays out .its contents, and
begins to polish a small mirror.-

There is a boy using a button frame (a wooden frame with
pieces of material that button together). Ile repeats the buttoning
and unbuttoning process a number of. times. It appears to be quite
easy for him. and he is in no hurry. 1 le looks around at what the
others are doing while he works.
Another girl is working intently with clay. She is sitting next to a

boy who is drawing a picture with watercolor pens. lie puts' Ins
work away amid walks by the boy with the button frame. 1:le says .
something to .him. and the frame is quickly put away. They make a
bit of a buzzing noise and rush about a little, so 1 know something

is up. I half expect then] to start miming around,-but it turns out
they are just excited over what they plan to do next. "You get thc .
rug," one boy says to the other. They get out a puzzle limp of..the
hemisphereS. (These are wooden puzzle mapS, carefully hand7
crafted. The edges arc all smooth, and the pieces brightlY painted:
Tiny .knobs on thc pieces make them easy to handle.) They. discusS
where the pieces go. "No, no, no! Right 'here. Okay.".
As- all this goes on, I notice that they, and 'in fact all the
children, are speaking in ordinary voices. There are none of the

muted fones and whisOers -heard 'in sonic MontessOri claSstoomS:
Yet, the overall sound level is somehow not loud or obtrusive.in any
wav. If I had to choose one word to describe the atinosphere,
would say "natural," and my second choice .would be "relaXed."

turn back to the map boys. "I know we need this:: I. hear.
Then one goes to the teacher, who cuts some paper for them the
I

size of -the-puz.zle-inap.--They-both- almost-rim-for-colored-pencils,
and there is some discussion of colors. "111 get orange, etc." They
take a bowl. return to the rug, and trace two circles the size of the

hemisphere map. One boy begins to make a map.of the Western
hemisphere by tracing pieces from the puzzle in one of the circles;.
the other does the Eastern hemisphere in the other. They then
begin to color the drawings, using the same colors for the
conthicnts as the wooden map does.
1 sec a little girl with a block into which movable cylinders fit.
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She has taken the cylindcrs (which are graduated in size) out of
their holes and placed them in front of the block. She drops a, tiny

.

one and gets up to retrieve it. She seems to be watching what others
aronnd her are doing as she works. She is at one of the individual
tables in the -roam, bur other children are nearby, some also at
tables and some on rugs on the floor.
-Next to me, the little girl at the bells says aloud, but seemingly
to herself, "These bells don't seem the right way put together to
me. Let's try them again." Two other girls come up, and they talk
for a few minutes as she continues with the bells. (There are two

sets of bells: one arranged so that the sound each bell makes
corresponds to the next note in the scale, the other arranged by the
child to match the first set.
'Gradually, I become aware of another sound in the room:
"Beep, beep, beep,- one boy is saying. He is at a table, and I can't
see what he is doing. A boy goes between this table and another
with a tray on which there are two porcelain pitchers. He is careful,

but the other bov

is causing a minor disturbance with his
"beeping." The boy with the pitchers sits at a farther table and

begins to pour water from pitcher to pitcher with great care, using a
funnel. The teacher comes up to a girl next to the beeping boy and
helps.her rearrange hcr poicils. (She is tracing a metal inset.) She
(the teacher) then speaks to the beeping boy very quietly. I cannot
hear what she says. But the next moment he is crying, and she has
picked him up. Ile is restiag his head on her shoulder. There is an
obvious warmth and tenderness in their relationship. The teacher
carries the boy into a small room adjoining the classroom. In a few
minutes she is back, still carrying hini. They go to a tissue box. She
hands him a tissue and puts him down. He blows his nose, wipes his

eyes with his hands, goes to the small room to throw .the tisue
away, and returns to his table. Whatever happened, he seems back

together again. I think once more how small he is. He must be
barely three.
Another girl is sitting at a table, folding squares of material
along sewnin lines to make triangles, squares, and other shapes. She

works with great concentration. Next to her the girl with the
cylinders continues working and watching. The girl washing dishes

is now beginning to clean up. She brings in a bucket for the
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dishwater. The assistant teacher is working with a boy with mOvable
letters, a different box from the one used by the teacher and the girl
earlier. These letters arc smaller, and she appears to be asking forsounds, not whole words. The map boys are working away on the
floor, talking to each other at the same time. Another girl is looking .
at a paperback book of reptiles.
It is now nine-thirty, and I go into another room. This time the .
children are five to seven years old. They seem busy, but again in a..
relaxed and sociable fashion. There are several children working on

rugs on the floor by the door. They are making books of the

continents. I notice that the continents are the same size as:those
traced by the younger children in the first room. These youngsters.
have apparently used the same map as an outline. They have
written the names of the continents on the book covers, which are
spread out on the rugs together with pictures to be pasted on them
representing life in each continent. The children also have lined
paper, and they tell me they are going to write a story about each

continent for their books. Since several children seem to be working
on this same project, I ask if they are all going to do it. "Yes," say,.

the girls next to me, who are busy getting snacks out of their

lunchboxes on the floor. Just then a boy collies up to the teacher:
and says, "I'm ready to do my continent book now." That answers
my next question, which is "Who chooses when to do what?"
There seems to be a good deal of eating going on at various tables.
Work is out everywhere, too, but a fair amount of it appears to
have been abandoned for the moment in favor of the snacks.
This room, I notice, is not as simple as the first room. It is far
from cluttered, but there is more on the walls. Also, the shelves gb
up lngher, which creates a fuller impression. Many materials are the
same as those used by the younger children.
A child comes up to the teacher who has brought me to the
room. She hugs her. "I can't touch you," the child tells her. "I have
gooey hands." (Cupcakes seem to be a favorite snack.) Gradually, I
notice, work is being returned to as the snacks are finished.
A boy collieS up to where the group is working on the continent
maps. He unrolls Ins rug, causing the pictures which one girl had
laid out to paste, to blow about. "Sorry about that, Noel," the boy
tells her. "Tom, I'm going to punch you," she replies. But It'f.:r tone
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is casual. "Now, don't do that again," she cautions him, "Look out,
you're stepping on Brian's." k t le was, in fact, 'but barely, He was

..actually trying not to.) "Too bad," he answers. "You mess
'everything up," she complains, but her still-gentle tone sounds
more .like flirting. "Yeah, but you hadn't pasted yet," says Tom,
getting back to the crux of the flatter. Now the girl closest to Noel
says, "You don't know how hard it is for me to sleep at night. I have
,a baby brother. He sleeps right next to me." The conversation turns

.

casual.

The teacher shows the boy who was "ready" to start his
continent book how to go about it. They have a hemisphere map
(like the one in the first room) on the rug, but this one has two
knobs missing. That's not ideal. That is, however, the only missing
part I notice in any equipment that morning. I think about the
amotnit of work involved in keeping all the materials in good
. condition, and the collecting of all those pictures to be pasted.
-Later I notice an assistant and severatchildren cutting out pictures.
So that's how the teacher manages that, I think, at least for this
particular project.
.

I walk about. A boy is working on the stamp game. This is math

material and consists of a box of small tablets with numbers on
'them. On his paper the boy has written "five plus two is seven."
The box lid says "Steven's fact box." He is still eating, and I feel
that he is not particularly happy with his work. Next to him are
several tables. At one a girl is doing decimal work with a wooden
.chart. Another is working with a stamp game.
Nearby, one girl is sitting with a cloSed reference book in front
.

of her. Thinking she really isn't engaged with anything at the
moment, and that such a reference book is a bit much for even a six
or seven year old, I ask her what she is doing. She opens the book
promptly to a page that bas a marker in it. "Oh," she says. "we're
going: to write a story, and then we're going to build a tunnel of
'mud up there in the front of the room and plunge a stick in it, and

rocks fly out." Needless to say, the picture in the book is of a
volcano. I'm impressed with the very confident, but nice and warm,
manner in which she describes all tbis to me. A boy comes up to her
with'some paper, for writing the story. "Oh, that's plenty," shc tells
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I kned down by a table where a girl is still eating her cupcake.
-1.and forms," she says to ine without being asked, her legs swinging

back and forth under the table. "You color them in. One is named
an isthmus." There are paPers with a peninsula and other land
forms outlined on them on the table. There are also cards with
definitions on them: "A gulf is a large part of an ocean or Sea
extending...." She has copied one of the .definitions on a piece of
paper. I know that her first introduction to land forms when -she
was in a Montessori classroom for younger children, was through
trays in which the land forms were built up of clay and she poured
water into the open spacesthus creating her own gulfs, peninsulas,
or whatever.

A boy walks by another table and a girl drops her colored
pencils. (There are as manv as five children working very closely at

tables. "Oh.. Nlaria, pick them up," one girl says to another
working with her. Then, to the boy, she says "Wonld you get to
your 'work?" "We're-juSt starting our work and now they have to:
start }ragging us," she 'tells the other girl. "You guys are being too
nosy." she goes on. Again, there is a teasing, flirting quality to the
children's voices, as there was in the confrontation between Toni
an(l Noel.
My "land form" girl now talks to me again. -Andre is doing the
same thing," she says, Pointing to a boy several tables away. I le has

in fact done a number of written definitions.
A girl Standing by a boy doing a decimal chart says, "I kiss your

mother sometimes." 'Okay," he replies. "So you appreciate
mothers."
A girl comes up to me. "What arc you writing?" she asks. "Oh .
well," she says, "I'm doing the thousand chain." She goes back

the corner of the room. [notice there are four chains out. (These
are chai»s of small glass beads for counting. The thousand chain is
in bars of ten beads. There is a ehain for nines, eights, and so ou.
There are also matching cubes of a thousand, squares of a hundred,
and so on. All these are used in the counting process to show what a .
thousand is, what a hundred is, and so on.) The girl begins to count

the beads, marking each bar with a counter and the appropriate
numeral. The particular chain she is . using extends most of the
length of the room. It is on the floor on a long felt mat. A little boy
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working on another chain. says, "sixty, sixty, sixty," as he searcheS for

the counter he needs. "I'm doing the longest chain," the girl says.
"That's the easiest one!" he replies. "Yeah, easiest but the longest,"
....she answers, undaunted.

One boy is practicing writing in script, and another girl is
:writing spelling words. Neither has a workbook. Otherwise, the
approach to spelling seems conventional in this particular
classroom.
A girl is writing a story to go with a picture she has drawn. She is

talking to the boy .next to her, who is doing land forms, as she
Works. Next to them is a girl writing numerals and defining them:

"twenty-five means two tens and five. units...." She has no
numerical material out, but I know that she has probably learned
these concepts originally from teen boards (wooden boards with

numerals on them and tablets that slide into place making a
number). These are used in conjunction with the glass bead bars.
It is time for me to leave, and I slip out quietly.
.Obviously. Montessori classrooms in which the children are so
plainly self-disciplined and self-motivated and the atmosphere so

filled with purposeful activity and sociability as the ones. I've
-described don't just happen. Considerable preparation is required

on the part of the teacherwho must study Montessori theory,
learn to observe children and their spontaneous development, and
develop considerable organizational skills. In addition to this
preparation, the key to success for a Montessori teacher lies in his or

'

her ability to understand the role of the "teacher". Montessori
herself substituted the terms "director or directress" for teacher.
They are not often used in English translations Of Montessori
literature because these terms are generally used today to refer to
.

administrative heads of organizations and could therefore be
misleading. HoWever, Montessori's original idea cannot .be stressed

enough: The teacher is not to teach; he or she is to guide the
childto:plan its education for it.
Teachers should gradually introduce very young children of twoandia-half and three years to more and more' materials, extending
the range of their options from one toy or one kind of material to
One toy and tWo kinds of materials, and so on. Extending thr.:ir
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options gradually gives the children an opportunity to be successful
in choosing activities they are ready for, and therefore enioy. In. this
way, their confidence in their ability to choose for themselves
grows. They also learn that they can trust their teachers to present
them with challenges, but not to overwhelm them wiin activities

which they have no idea how to carry out, arra which must
inevitably end in frustrafion or boredom. The ser.urity this knowledge gives them makes them eager for new expciiences.

The future success of the relationship between teachers and
children in Montessori classes will depend on the teachers' ability
to choose new challenges wisely. They must use their powers of
observation, their knowledge of sensitive periods, and their understanding of the Montessori material. They must direct the children,
but on the basis of their own observations of the children's needs.
In this sense, it is the children who must direct the adults. It is not,
therefore, a case of the director and the directed. The adults and
the children work together to further the children's development.
Thus, both are directors and both are directed.
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